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Abstract
Much of educational research and, for that matter, a signifi-
cant proportion of all behavioral research is concerned with the
study of behavioral change. Frequently, an investigator is inter-
ested in change in a number of variables and therefore collects
multiple test data on each of several occasions. In this situation
change can be interpreted either as change in the average level of
performance on the tests or as change in the relationships among
the tests. When the relationships among the tests are the foci of
interest and when the tests are correlated, it is reasonable to
assume that latent variables underlie performance on the tests.
In this situation it is more meaningful to study the relationships
among these underlying variables than to study the relationships
among the tests. In addition, the study of the relationships
among the tests and the latent variables will provide valuable
information concerning the nature of change.
In many situations, the latent variables underlying perfor-
mance on the test may be identified as the factors of the common
factor model. The relationships among the latent variables may
then be studied by testing hypotheses about the invariance of the
factor scores. The relationships among the latent variables and
v
the tests may be studied by testing hypotheses about the invarinace
of the factor patterns, factor structures and factor-test correla-
tions.
In order to develop procedures for testing these hypotheses,
a structural model, based on the assumption that the common factor
model underlies the observations at each of two occasions, is pos-
tulated. This structural model is intended to permit simultaneous
estimation of 1) the factor patterns for each occasion, 2) the
first occasion factor score covariances, 3) the regression weights
for the regression of the second occasion factors on the first
occasion factors, 4) the unique factor score variances, and, 5) the
between occasion unique factor score covariances. Since maximum
likelihood estimates are asymptotically consistent, sufficient and
efficient and because maximum likelihood estimation permits testing
hypotheses about the estimators, maximum likelihood equations for
estimating the parameters of the model are derived. In addition,
the second derivatives of the likelihood function are provided to
facilitate the utilization of the Newton-Raphson procedure for
solving the likelihood equations.
The questions of the invariance of the common factor scores,
the unique factor scores, the unique factor variances, the factor
patterns, factor structures, and factor-test correlations as well
as the question of the adequacy of the structural model should be
investigated by testing structural hypotheses about the parameters
of the structural model. ' Tests of hypotheses appropriate
for
vi
examining these questions are constructed using the likelihood
ratio criterion. In addition, expressions for the asymptotic
variance covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood estimators
are derived so that confidence intervals and regions for the
parameters can be constructed.
C
Finally, two extensions of the model are briefly discussed.
The first discussion concerns the problem of investigating the
similarities and differences, in the structure of the two occasion
covariance matrix, for independent groups. The second extension
consists of the development of the structural equations for a k
occasion longitudinal factor analysis model.
vii
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.0 Statistical Procedures for the Study of Behavioral Change
Much of educational research, and, for that matter, a significant
proportion of all behavioral research is concerned with the study of
behavioral change. Naturally enough this concern has led to the de-
velopment of several statistical procedures for the study of change.
These procedures may be thought of as belonging to either of two
classes. Methods belonging to the first class are intended to yield
information about change in the level of behavior. Change in the
level of behavior is usually interpreted as change in the mean of
a measurement of that behavior. Procedures for assessing change in
the mean level of behavior, that are applicable to both experimental and
quasi-experimental research designs, and the problems associated with
assessing change have been discussed by Algina and Swaminathan (1975)
,
Bock ( 1963), Campbell and Stanley (1966), Glass, Wilson and Gottman
( 1972), Grizzle and Allen (1969), Lord (1958, 1963, 1967, 1969), O'Connor
( 1972 ), Pothoff and Roy (1964), Rao (1959, 1965, 1966, 1967), Timm (1974),
Werts and Linn (1970), and Werts , Joreskog and Linn (1972), among many
others
.
The second class of statistical methods is comprised of tech-
niques intended to yield information about change in the relationships
among behaviors. Generally speaking, the purpose of such methods is
to analyze the covariance or correlation matrix obtained from multi-
measurement, multi-occasion data, in order to identify latent sources
2of variations, and study how these latent sources of variations
change as a function of time and intervening treatment. Identifying
latent sources of variations in this case is tantamount to isolating
t-ra i-ts or characteristics of individuals that cannot be measured di-
rectly but which are assumed to affect suitably chosen variables that
can be measured or observed. Questions dealing with change are repre-
sented by such questions as whether the underlying traits or charac-
teristics tend to remain invariant, tend to become integrated, or tend
to become more specific over time. Since factor analysis is a proce-
dure designed to isolate latent sources of variation, one way of pro-
ceeding to answer such questions is to postulate that some sort of a
factor analysis model is operating at each occasion, estimate the
parameters of the model and study change in these parameters. Examples
of such statistical methods are given by the works of Corballis (1972),
Corballis and Traub (1970), Harris (1963), Joreskog (1969), Swaminathan
(1972, 1973), and Tucker (1963). As these methods all employ the fac-
tor model, to some extent, they are referred to as longitudinal factor
analysis procedures.
The importance of analyzing change in the level of behavior would
probably be readily admitted by many educational researchers. However,
since the analysis of change in the relationships among behaviors is
less familiar than analysis of change in the level of behavior to most
educational researchers, the importance of the former mode of analysis
may not be recognized. In the next section, an attempt is made to
argue that longitudinal factor analysis is indeed an important mode
of
3data analysis. Also, since the longitudinal factor analysis procedures
are likely to be less familiar to educational researchers than proce-
dures for analyzing mean change, a review and critique of longitudinal
factor analysis methods will be presented in section 1.2.
1.1 The Importance of Longitudinal Factor Analysis
It is tempting to try to support the importance of longitudinal
factor analysis by arguing that a longitudinal factor analysis yields
more important information than an analysis of change in the mean level
of performance. However, the argument is fallacious as both types of
procedures yield important information. The importance of longitudinal
factor analysis arises, not because it yields better information than
the other statistical methods, but rather because it yields information
of a different nature. The information that factor analysis of longi-
tudinal data can provide, is illustrated by the major questions the
technique is intended to answer. These are the questions of change in
the common and unique factor scores, change in the factor patterns and
change in the unique variance of the measurements over the two occasions.
The argument, that longitudinal factor analysis provides information of
a different nature, can be strengthened by showing that the information
is at least potentially useful information about the nature of change.
To this end a hypothetical educational example is presented below.
Suppose that a set of measurements, depending on two verbal and
two numerical factors, is made at the beginning and the end of an
instructional sequence. If the factors are thought of as generating
the observed variables, then both the within and between
occasion
4correlations for the factors should provide information that is use-
ful in developing a description of the change that takes place over
the course of instruction. For a particular factor, the between oc-
casion correlation indicates the degree to which the examinees' devi-
ation factor scores remain the same over the instructional period.
Therefore, these correlations should be important descriptors of change.
The within occasion correlations indicate the nature of the inter-
relationships among the factors and change in the within occasion fac-
tor correlation matrix indicates how the factor interrelationships
change over the course of instruction. Thus a comparison of the with-
in occasion correlation matrices should provide some information about
change
.
Let us assume that the following pattern of data is observed. A
longitudinal factor analysis of the pre and post-instructional measure-
ments indicates that the within occasion correlation between the numer-
ical factors increases over the two occasions and that the between oc-
casion correlation for each numerical factor is about .50. On the other
hand, the analysis of the verbal factors indicates that over the two
occasions the within occasion correlation remains relatively stable.
Furthermore, for each verbal factor there is a larger correlation be-
tween occasions than for the numerical factors.
These results provide a description of the pattern of change
which is a rich basis for evaluating instruction. The increase
in
the within occasion correlation for the numerical factors
suggests
that the abilities represented by these factors become
more highlv
related over the course of instruction. This may
mean that, to a
5larger extent at the end of instruction than at the beginning, the
numerical factors reflect a common core of knowledge and skills. Al-
ternatively, it may be that the factors continue to represent dif-
ferent abilities, but the abilities have become more highly correlated
by fhe end of instruction. If we assume that with most instructional
methods the between occasion correlations for the numerical factors
are substantially larger than .50, then the moderate between occasion
correlations could be an indication that the instruction has tended
to equalize the chance of success for those pupils who initially did
well and for those who initially did poorly. In fact, if the between
occasion correlations for the unique factors of the numerical tests
are close to zero, and if the cross occasion relationships between
the latent variables underlying the test performance are truly linear
then this interpretation appears to be the only plausable interpreta-
tion of the data. It should be noted that the assumption that the
between occasion correlations are substantially larger for other in-
structional methods could be investigated by conducting longitudinal
factor analyses of data gathered on students exposed to other instruc-
tional methods.
On the other hand the results concerning the substantial between
occasion correlations for each of the verbal factors suggest that the
instruction has merely maintained the initial status of the students.
The lack of change in the within occasion correlation for the
verbal
factors implies that the relationship between the abilities
underlying
the observed tests has not' been changed by the instruction.
However,
in order to determine that these effects are related
to the particular
6instruction, it is necessary to conduct longitudinal factor analyses
on data gathered on students exposed to other instructional methods.
The description of the instructional effects given above is
characterized by greater detail than would have been possible if only
average levels of performance had been studied. This increased detail
may make it possible to review instruction and develop hypotheses about
why the results occurred. For instance, suppose a record of the in-
struction had been maintained and included information about the or-
ganization of the instruction and the extent to which students were
encouraged to exercise the concepts involved in the instruction. A
review of this record reveals that the numerical portion of the instruc-
tion was organized with many horizontal and vertical links between sub-
topics and was characterized by a great deal of recycling through ma-
terial as a method of review. In addition, there was extensive oppor-
tunity to apply the concepts that were taught. The verbal portion of
the instruction was organized into many discrete units with little or
no linkage between the units. This review combined with the description
of the outcome of instruction probably suggests that the verbal portion
of instruction should be reorganized along the lines of the numerical
portion of the instruction.
From this hypothetical example it may be seen that the methodology
has the potential for providing useful information about change. The
information is valuable in the sense that the pattern of change is
described by the information. Further, this description of the pattern
of change may suggest instructional improvements, and if it does
some
practical benefit can be attributed to the information.
7A
Another argument for the importance of longitudinal factor analysis
is based on the contention of Harris (1963) that an important area
of psychometric investigation is the study of measurements as the con-
ditions of measurement are varied. Such a study may be expected to
provide insight into the measurements, that cannot be achieved by
studying measurements obtained under a single measurement condition.
Since, historically, one of the principal purposes of factor analysis
has been to analyze measurements that are not well understood, it seems
i
particularly appropriate to develop procedures for factor analyzing
measurement data obtained under different conditions. Longitudinal fac-
tor analysis, of course, is just such a procedure and, therefore, the
procedure should be useful in measurement research.
As an example, suppose that in a particular developmental study
the factor scores remain relatively stable, and that' a particular test
has a large loading on one factor and a small loading on a second fac-
tor at the beginning of the study. Further, suppose that at the end of
the study the situation is reversed. This result may indicate that the
test requires different abilities at different stages of development.
Although this interpretation is quite compelling, if the factors are
correlated, it is important to examine tha factor structure matrices
before making a decision about the interpretation. It should be noted
that with correlated factors, the factor loadings are analogous to
multiple regression weights for the regression of the observed scores on
the factor scores, while the elements of the factor structure
matrices
are the covariances between the observed scores and the
factors. There-
fore it is entirely possible for the’factor loadings to
change, while
8the elements of the factor structure matrices remain fairly stable.
However, if the correlations between the test and the factors remain
stable then the statement, that the abilities underlying the test have
changed, is not justified. Stable correlations between the test and
the
f
factors imply that the relations between the tests and the factors
have not changed and, hence, that the abilities underlying test perfor-
mance remain the same. Suppose that after inspecting the factor struc-
ture matrices, the changing ability interpretation is still justified.
If the abilities underlying performance on the two occasions can be
identified, the results will suggest the age range in which the test
is useful as a measure of each ability. These results certainly repre-
sent more information than would have been developed by a single oc-
casion factor analysis.
•1.2 A Review of Longitudinal Factor Analysis Methods
The earliest work in the field of longitudinal factor analysis
proceeded in either of two ways. One procedure was to subject the
entire correlation matrix to a common factor analysis. Letting
= tZi Xy denote the (lx2p) random vector of observations with
jjr
^2 denoting the first and second occasion random vectors of ob-
servations, respectively, the factor model on which this method is
based may be written as
1 =( 1 . 1 ) Ax + e
9( 1 . 2 )
where and are the (pxr) first and second occasion factor pattern
matrices, respectively, is the (rxl) random vector of factor scores, and
e.^ and e^ are the (pxl) random vectors of first and second occasion
unique scores. From (1.2) it follows that
The factor score vector x is thus not defined separately for the two
occasions. This has prompted Corballis and Traub (1970) to criticize
the method on the grounds that a tacit assumption of factor score in-
variance is made. Corballis and Traub (1970) point out that the as-
sumption of invariant factor scores implies that there are factors
that represent immutable qualities of people. They further suggest
that such immutable qualities probably do not exist. However, even if
some such immutable qualities do exist, it is clear that not all factors
represent such qualities. Thus, in any particular situation the in-
variance of factor scores is more appropriately treated as a hypothesis
to be tested than as an assumption in the model.
Cl. 3)
and
Cl. 4 ) i2 “ A 22- + —2
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The linear model (1.1) in conjunction with the assumptions
of common factor analysis lead to the following equation for the
structure of the correlation matrix
R
11
R
12 V LA 1 A 2^ hi 0 '
R
21
R
22.
.
A
2.
+
,° *22.
where the matrices and \p
^2
are diagonal. Examination of Equa-
tion (1.5) reveals that the unique factor scores are assumed to be
uncorrelated over occasions. Since unique factors are hypothesized
sources of individual differences, it seems unreasonable to assume
that the unique factors for the same test do not covary over time.
If they were uncorrelated over time it would probably be more appro-
priate to consider the unique factors as measurement error than as
sources of individual differences.
Another point of view about the nature of the common factors is, in
the language of Joreskog (1969)
,
that they represent some combina-
tion of general factors, test specific factors and occasion specific
factors. Test specific factors are defined as factors that contribute
to the covariance between the scores on a given variable at different
occasions; occasion specific factors are factors that contribute to _he
covariance between variables within a given occasion; and finally,
general factors are those which contribute to covariances between the
variables both within and between occasions. However, since attention
has not been paid to defining these entities, it is difficult to
sort
11
out which factors fall into which category and, therefore, the results
may not be interpretable.
The second method that earlier workers adopted was to perform a
separate common factor analysis of the matrices and R
22
and rotate
the factors to congruence for comparisons. While this approach, unlike
the previous approach which permitted only varying factor patterns,
would clearly permit varying factor scores and patterns, it fails
to take into account information contained in the across occasion co-
variance matrix. The method also lacks an explicit statement of the
assumed relationship between factors for the two occasions.
Harris (1963) presented an application of the canonical factor
model to the problem of longitudinal factor analysis. In this ap-
plication, the canonical factor model is based on (1.3) and (1.4) and
consequently Equation (1.7). Thus Harris’ approach may be subject to
the same criticisms as those that were made about the method of common
factor analyzing the entire correlation matrix; i.e., Harris’ ap-
proach may be viewed as restrictive in the sense that factor scores
are assumed to be invariant.
Tucker (1963) presented an application of the three mode factor
model to the analysis of multi-measurement multi-occasion data. The
basic equation of the model is
y . .. = EZZa . b . c, g ^J iik lm ir kq mrqJ mpq
The indices i, j, and k refer to individuals, variables and
occasions
12
respectively. The model may be interpreted in the following fashion.
The quantity g^ is an entry in a three dimensional array, G, with
row dimension m, column dimension r, and depth dimension q. Each
of the q matrices of dimension (mxr) in G contains the scores of m
idealized individuals on r idealized traits for a particular idealized
occasion. For each of the k occasions a (mxp) matrix N with general
element n is derived as a weighted sum of the q idealized occasion
matrices. That is
n = Ec gmr
^
kq mrq
The elements of the matrix represent the scores of the m idealized
individuals on the r idealized traits for a particular occasion. For
each occasion the scores of the examinees on the r idealized traits are
derived as weighted sums of the scores of the m idealized individuals
on the r idealized traits. Let the number of examinees be N. Denote
the (Nxr) matrix of the scores of the N individuals on the r idealized
traits, with general element s. , as S, . Thenir k.
s
.
= Ea
.
n
ir 1m mr
m
In terms of matrices
sk
- •
The matrix S’ is analogous to a matrix of factor scores for
occasion k.
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From this, it may be seen that the factor score analogues, S^, are
permitted to vary over occasions. Finally the scores of N individuals
on the p observed on the kth occasion are derived by the following
equation:
y . = Zb . s .ijk
r
]r ir
\ = BSk
The matrix B is analogous to the factor pattern matrix and from this
equation it is clear that the model holds the factor loading analogues
constant over the k occasions. Thus any description of change must be
in terms of S£, the factor score analogues. Hence, the three mode
factor model may be viewed as holding the factor patterns invariant
while permitting the factor scores to vary.
Thus, the early attempts at factor analyzing longitudinal data
suffered from several drawbacks. In some methods either the factor
scores or the factor patterns were held invariant, while in other
methods both factor patterns and factor scores were permitted to
vary, but the information contained in the cross occasion correlation
or dispersion matrix was ignored. In addition, some of these methods
assumed that the unique scores for the same variables were uncorrelated
over occasions. Corballis and Traub (1970), in order to remedy this
situation, presented a longitudinal factor model that would permit
varying factor scores, varying factor patterns and would also
permit
14
correlated unique scores. In addition, the model takes into account
the information contained in the cross occasion correlation or dispersion
matrix.
Corballis and Traub (1970) assumed that
C
(1.6) y1 = A-^ + ex
and
(1.7)
y_2
= A 2^2 + ^
In addition they assumed that
(1.8) E (x-xJ) = 1 > i=l ,2
E (x
.
x .' ) = 0
-i-o
i±3
and
E(e.e!) = ty.. , i> j =l>2 >
-i“0 iJ
with diagonal. They further assumed that the regression of x^
on x^ is given by the model
x_2 = + A >(1.9)
15
where D is a (rxr) diagonal matrix of regression weights and d is a
(rxl) vector of residuals such that
E(dd’) = 0
,
diagonal
and they assumed that
E (xi
d * ) = 0
Thus
,
(1.10)
’z z
^11 L 12 Ml
22. i" *j
A i
o'
+
^11 ^ 12
L
D \ o A 2 - .^21 ^ 22 -
where Z „ = ECy^)
,
and Z^, Z 22 > S 12^=S 21^ are first occasion »
second occasion, and cross occasion dispersion matrices respectively.
The work of Corballis and Traub, although a substantial improve-
ment over the earlier attempts at longitudinal factor analysis, is
not free from drawbacks. One weakness is the restriction to two
occasions. Corballis (1973) and Swaminathan (1972, 1973) extended
the model to accommodate more than two occasions. They assumed that
(1.11) y± = A ±
x
±
+ e
±
with
E(x
t
) = 0( 1 . 12 )
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(1.13) EC^xp = I
(1.14) E(e.) = 0
,
(1.15) E(e.e^)
= ^ ,
i,j=l,...,k,
and that the regression of x^ on x^ is given by
(1.16) x. = D. ..x.
.
+ d.
,
i=l,...,k,
—x i-l—l-l —l ’
where
(1.17) E(d ) = 0
i —
(1.18) E (iLjiLp = diagonal ,
and
(1.19) E(d.d!) = 0
(1.20) E(d.x!) = 0 , i,j=l,2,...,k, i>j
Assumptions (1.16), (1.19) and (1.20) imply that
ECx.xj) = D.D. +1 . Yi - i<j( 1 . 21 )
17
A problem with the works of Corballis and Traub (1970) and
Corballis (1973) is that their procedures for the estimation of
parameters were unsatisfactory. As Swaminathan (1972, 1973) pointed
out, the two-stage Least-Squares procedure adopted by Corballis
and Traub (1970) does not necessarily yield the true Least-Squares
estimators, while Corballis (1973) acknowledges that his procedure
for the estimation of parameters had an "improvised quality".
Moreover, Corballis (1973) estimated the inter-occasion factor co-
variance matrices under the tacit assumption that they are mathematically
independent of one another, an assumption which by virtue of (1.21)
is not true. As a result, constrained parameters are estimated as if
they were free parameters. This may lead to inconsistent estimates
of the parameters. The most serious weakness of the works of Corballis
and Traub (1970) and Corballis (1973) is that they did not provide
statistical tests of significance for the various hypotheses of interest.
As only sample estimates of the population parameters are obtainable,
the question of parametric change across occasions is an issue in
statistical inference.
Swaminathan (1972, 1973) provided methods for obtaining maximum
likelihood estimates of the parameters, incorporating in the procedure
a proper treatment of constrained and free parameters. In addition,
he derived likelihood ratio tests for testing hypotheses of interest
and introduced the notion of factorial invariance over occasions.
Swaminathan* s model (1972, 1973), like the models of Corballis
(1973) and Corballis and Traub (1970), assumes that factor scores
are
18
orthogonal. The assumption of orthogonal factors implies that the
between occasions factor score covariance matrix should be diagonal.
As a result, the model may be derived by application of canonical
correlation to the factor scores. Since canonical correlation pro-
duces pairs of linear combinations, for which the within pair cor-
relations are maximized and all between pair correlations are zero,
the model developed by Corballis and Traub (1970) and, hence, that of
Corballis (1973) and Swaminathan (1972, 1973) may be viewed as maxi-
mizing the temporal stability of the factor scores (Nesselroade
,
1972).
As Nesselroade (1972) pointed out, this may not be desirable in all
contexts. In addition, as a result of factor orthogonality, the fac-
tor pattern matrices are uniquely determined and, hence, cannot be
rotated to yield a more meaningful solution. Thus, the solution may
not be easily interpretable. For these reasons the assumption of
orthogonality seems quite restrictive. Furthermore, there is a
general argument against the assumed orthogonality of factor scores
that apparently was originally raised by Thurstone (1947). The as-
sumption of orthogonality implies that the factors are uncorrelated.
If a maximum likelihood solution is sought and the multivariate nor-
mality assumption of the procedure is taken seriously, the orthogonality
assumption implies that the factors are statistically independent. If
the factor model is viewed as a serious psychological model, that is,
if the factors are viewed as the important sources of individual
dif-
ferences, then orthogonal factors imply that these important traits
are in general either uncorrelated or statistically independent
in
19
in the population. This would seem to be a hypothesis rather than
an assumption to be built into a model. It appears that the only
way to overcome the limitations due to orthogonality is to formulate a
model that permits correlated factors.
Joreskog (1969) proceeding along different lines presented an
application of his general model for the analysis of covariance struc-
tures (Joreskog, 1970) to the problem of longitudinal factor analysis.
In this application Joreskog (1969) postulated three kinds of factors
to account for the covariance or correlation matrix of multi-measure-
ment multi-occasion data. As was mentioned earlier, these are test
specific factors which contribute to the covariance between the results
of a given test on different occasions; occasion specific factors which
contribute to covariances between tests within a given occasion; and
general factors which contribute to covariances between the tests
,
both
within and between occasions.
These definitions, which were given by Joreskog (1969) need to
be amplified. General factors do contribute to covariances between
tests, both within and between occasions, but, in addition, are defined
to be invariant over occasions. Only tests for occasion t may load on an
occasion specific factor for occasion t and in this sense, these factors
contribute only to within occasion covariance. However, in at least one of
Joreskog' s models occasion specific factors appear to covary over oc-
casions and in this sense contribute to inter—occasion covariance.
In a similar vein only one test is permitted to load on each test
specific factor, however test specific factors are permitted to co-
several of Joreskog 's models.vary with one another in
20
The model given by Joreskog (1969) for the measurements, ^
,
at time t may be written as
(1.22) Zj- - Et + \L + + Cth + ^ ,
Z|- the (nxl) vector of observed scores, p
^
is the mean vector
of Zt » J_Cpxl) is a vector of general factor scores, ^.(q^xl) is a
vector of factors specific to occasion t, h(nxl) is a vector of test
specific factors and e^.(nxl) is a vector of unique factor scores. The
matrices A
t
(nxp), B^nxq^), and the diagonal matric, (^(nxn), are fac-
tor loading matrices. By the exclusion of one or more of the vectors
f_» h and/or by making different assumptions about the covariances
within and between the elements of the three vectors, a number of dif-
ferent longitudinal factor analysis models can be obtained. The im-
portant point to note is that the types of factors that are assumed
to be operating and the inter-relationships among these factors are
defined explicitly and, hence, can be studied.
One criticism of Joreskog' s work is that although different fac-
tor models could be postulated by the specification of f_, or _h, all
of his models appear to be special cases of a general model for longi-
tudinal factor analysis. The general model may facilitate testing
hypotheses in a manner that can lead to the most appropriate, statistically
speaking, combination of the three types of factors. Joreskog's ap-
proach by postulating a series of separate models may obscure this com-
On the other hand, the notion of different kinds of factors
f-
bination.
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is theoretically important and some of the separate models suggested
by Joreskog (1969) may not have become apparent through an inspection
of the more general model. One such example is his model with general
factors only. This model may be used to test hypotheses about whether
tests given on different occasions are parallel, tau-equivalent
,
con-
generic or otherwise.
A second criticism concerns one particular model postulated by
Joreskog (1969). This is a model with occasion specific factors only.
The regression of on is assumed to be given by
h Di-l-i-l + -i 5
with diagonal. This model is the same as the model given by (1.6),
however, Joreskog (1969) does not restrict
= e
i
to be a diagonal matrix. Since the matrix 8^^ may be non-diagonal, the
factors are permitted to covary over occasions. The problem that
arises is that since the factors are permitted to covary between oc-
casions, unless the matrix of multiple regression weights for the
regression of on j*.
^
is in fact diagonal, the model will not fit
the observed covariance matrix very well. In fact, in analyzing some
data by this model, Joreskog (1969) did find a poor fit to the data and
"... found it difficult to' improve the fit and still retain a meaningful
interpretation"
.
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One last problem in Joreskog's work is that it is necessary
to make the assumption that the unique score factors do not covary
over occasions. However, to be fair, in the models in which the test
specific factors for different tests are not permitted to covary, the
inter-occasion factor covariances for these test specific factors may
be the same as the unique score covariances.
1.3 Purposes of the Investigation
On the basis of the arguments given in section 1.1, the potential
importance of longitudinal factor analysis was established. From the
discussion in section 1.2, it may be argued that additional work on
longitudinal factor analysis is merited. In addition, it is pos-
sible to abstract from the discussion in section 1.2 some important
provisions that should be incorporated in a longitudinal factor analysis
model. These provisions are:
1. varying common factor scores,
2. varying factor patterns,
3. specific factor scores that are correlated over occasions,
4. oblique factors,
and
5. statistical tests of significance for the relevant
hypothesis
.
The problem addressed in this dissertation is the development
of a factor model, valid for two occasions, that incorporates these
five provisions.
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1.4 Outline of the Dissertation
The remainder of the dissertation is presented in four chapters.
Chapter two presents the structural model and examines the questions
of existence and identification of the model. In chapter three, the
likelihood equations for estimating the parameters are given, and
methods of solving the likelihood equations are briefly reviewed.
Next, the second derivatives of the likelihood function, which are re-
quired for one of the methods of estimating the parameters, aqd also
for deriving the asymptotic standard error of the estimates, are given.
The effect of changes in the observed score metric on the parameters
and parameter estimates are then discussed. In chapter four, hypothesis
testing methods are presented. In the last chapter, the problem of
studying similarities and differences in the two occasion longitudinal
factor model, for different groups, is examined. Then the structural
equations for a k occasion longitudinal factor model are developed.
Finally, the limitations of the study are discussed.
CHAPTER II
A LONGITUDINAL COMMON FACTOR MODEL
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2.0 Introduction
This chapter presents a longitudinal common factor model for
analyzing multi-response data collected for the same individuals
on two occasions. In section 2.1, the linear equations and the as-
sumptions that underlie the structural model are given. From the
equations and assumptions, the structural equations are derived. In
section 2.2, the issues of existence and identification of the solu-
tion to the structural equations are discussed. In section 2.3, the
relation between the conditions required for identification and the
conditions required for solution of the likelihood equations is ex-
plored. The important distinction between arbitrary and theoretically
based restrictions on the structure is made. Finally, in section 2.4,
the possible effect of the conditions for identification and/or esti-
mation on hypothesis testing is examined briefly, by presenting two
examples of such effects.
2.1 The Model
Within each of the two occasions, it is assumed that the common
factor model holds, i.e.,
( 2 . 1) Zi = A i*i
+
2l
i=l,2
where
^-s the (pxl) random vector of observed scores for the
ith occasion,
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A
i
is the (pxr) matrix of factor loadings for the ith
occasion,
x^ is the (rxl) random vector of factor scores for the
ith occasion.
and
e^ is the (pxl) random of unique scores for the ith occasion.
In addition, without loss of generality, it is assumed that
(2.2a) E(X .) = 0 ,
(2.2b) E(e.) = 0 ,
and
(2.2c) E(x.) = 0 .
Furthermore, it is assumed that
E(x.e’) = 0(2.3a)
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and
where is diagonal. Assumption (2.3a) states that factor scores
are orthogonal to unique scores both within and between occasions.
In addition, assumption (2.3b) indicates that unique scores on dif-
ferent tests are orthogonal within and between occasions while unique
scores on the same test may be correlated over occasions.
In order to formulate a model for changing factor scores, it
is assumed that the regression of factor scores on the second occasion,
x^* on x-p the factor scores on the first occasion, is given by
The matrix D is an (rxr) matrix of regression weights, while d^ is the
(rxl) random vector of residuals. The residuals are subject to the
following assumptions:
(2.4) *2 = D—1 + —
(2.5a) E (d) = 0
(2.5b) E(dxp = 0
(2.5c) E(dd’) = 0
where 0(rxr) is not necessarily diagonal.
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Equations (2.1) for the two occasions may be combined into a
single equation as follows:
(2.6)
C
*1 'A 0
’
*1 %
= +
*2.
0 A
2 .-2. .-2.
or, more compactly,
(2.7) = Ax + e_
Upon defining
(2.8a) E(xx') = 2
*11 E 12*
.
S
21
E
22.
and
(2.8b) E(x
x
x|) = $
the structural model may be written as
(2.9a)
h 0 ‘ I* $ [I D
*
] 0 O'
«
>
t—
*
-
o
i
>11 *12
o a
2
D
+
0 8 ,° A
2.
+
*21 *22.
(2.9b) = A(Bd>B' + 0)A ' + Y
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where
and
A =
A
1
0
0 A
2j
B =
$ = $ ,
0 =
0 0
o e
y =
^11 ^12
^2i ^22
.
The structure given by Equation (2.9b) is more conveniently expressed
as
E = A (B$B f + 0)A ' + S 1 * V
where S.^ is a (2px2p) matrix partitioned into four (pxp) identity
matrices . The symbol denotes the Hadamard product. The
Hadamard operator, in conjunction with the matrix S^, picks out the
diagonal elements of the submatrices of V
,
which also is partitioned
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into four (pxp) submatrices. The notation is introduced because it
simplifies the expression for the first and second derivatives re-
quired for the estimation of parameters.
2.2 Existence and Identification of the Structure
The problem of existence of the structure is essentially the
problem 6f whether the covariance matrix of has the form
2 = A (B$B + 0)A ' + 4*. In other words, are algebraic solutions for
(
A, B, $, 0, and 4' possible, given the elements of E? The problem
of identification of the structure, on the other hand, refers to the
notion of the uniqueness of A
,
B, $, 0, and ¥ that satisfy the struc-
tural model (Anderson and Rubin, 1956) . A second way of characterizing
the identification problem, following Riersol (1950)
,
is to consider
Equation (2.10) to be a structural model that signifies a set of struc-
tures. The parameters, given numerically, comprise a structure. A
given structure generates one and only one probability distribution
P(y), but more than one structure may generate the same probability
distribution. A parameter is identifiable if it has the same value
in all such structures. Therefore, a parameter is identifiable if it
can be uniquely determined by the probability distribution of the ob-
served variables. Since the probability distribution is a characteristic
of the population it should be clear that the identification problem
is a problem of the population and would exist even if the population
values of the elements of I were known.
In principle, one method of determining whether the structure
exists is to examine the algebraic conditions necessary to solve the
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system of equations given by (2.10). However, Anderson and Rubin
(1956) point out, in connection with the single occasion common factor
model that the algebraic solution is laborious and gives little in-
signt into the question of the existence of the structure. It can
be expected that this situation will also be true for the more com-
plex model considered in this dissertation.
As an alternative approach, a number of authors, (see for example;
Anderson and Rubin, 1956; Lawley and Maxwell, 1971; McDonald and Swami—
nathan, 1972) treat the problems of existence (and identification)
through implications of the theory of linear equations. This ap-
proach involves the comparison of the number of unknowns and the number
of equations. McDonald and Swaminathan (1972) provide the caveat that
this approach is of limited value even for linear systems of equations.
For a linear system comparison of the rank of the coefficient matrix
and the rank of the augmented matrix is the basis for necessary and
sufficient conditions for identification. The comparison of the num-
ber of unknowns with the number of equations is probably of limited
value for non-linear systems of equations, but has been justified by
Anderson and Rubin (1956) by the insight it provides into the problem.
The number of independent elements in E is p(2p + 1), which cor-
respondingly is the number of equations. There are 2pr parameters in
A, r^ parameters in D, H>r(r + 1) parameters in $, ^r(r + 1) parameters
in 0 and 3p parameters in ¥ to be estimated. Thus the total number of
unknowns is 2pr + 2r + r + 3p while the number of equations is p(2p + 1) .
However, for any structure', the parameter matrices A, D, <P and 0 may be
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replaced by
(2.11a) A*
A* 0 ’A, 0
'
t"
1
0
0 A*
ii
,° A
2.
“
'
1
CN
HO
»
(2.11b) D* = T
2
DT
1
1
(2.11c) = T^Tj
and
(2. lid) 0* = T
2
0T^
,
where T^(rxr) and T
2
(rxr) are non-singular matrices. That is, linear
transformations or non-rigid rotations of the matrices are equivalent
structures, or alternatively, are admissable structures and will
2
satisfy Equation (2.10). In order to remove this indeterminancy , 2r
restrictions must be placed on the matrices A, D, 4> and 0. Taking
these restrictions into account, the total number of equations is
o
p(2p + 1) + 2r and the difference between the total number of unknowns
and the total number of equations is given by
(2.12) v = p(2p + 1) - (2pr + 3p + r)
If v< 0, then an algebraic solution is expected to be possible, while
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if v > 0, then one can expect a solution only if £ satisfies v additional
conditions
.
The question of identification is essentially the question, if
some A, D, $, 0 and Y exist that satisfy the model, are these matrices
unique? If v <0, then it seems
-v restrictions are necessary for iden-
tification. However, if v is non-negative, then identification can be
expected. These considerations lead to the condition
i
v = p(2p + 1) - (2pr + 3p + r) > 0
,
or
r < 2p(p - 1) / 2p + 1 ,
as minimal for identification when the comparison approach is used
to examine the identification problem. It will be seen in a later
section that the quantity v is the degress of freedom for the like-
lihood ratio test that the covariance matrix has the form given by
Equation (2.10).
It is evident from Equations (2.11) that the matrices A, D,
$ and 0, in general, cannot be identified on the basis of the covariance
matrix. If these matrices are to be identifiable they will have to
conform to additional restrictions. It is possible to state somewhat
more precisely, the conditions under which A, D, $, and 0 will be
identified. In fact, it is possible to give sufficient conditions for
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the identification of A. The identification of A in turn implies
the identification of D, $, 0, and For the sake of ease of
presentation, these conditions are given as theorems. However,
as proofs of the theorems are available in other sources, they
n°t be reproduced in detail here. In some situations a proof
will be outlined in order that the conditions may be understood
more easily. It should be noted that Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 are slight
modifications of theorems reported by Fisher (1966) in his work on
the identification problem in econometric models. Theorems 2.3 and
2.4 were originally given as necessary and sufficient conditions for
identification of the factor loading matrix for the single occasion
common factor analysis model.
Assume that the structure exists and that
^
and are
identified. Then
(2.13a) Z1± ~ ip i;L = FjFj
and
(2.13b) E^2 "
^22
= F
2
F
2
All equivalent structural characteristics,
(2.14a) A-l <*> A| = F XF[
and
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(2.14b) A
2
(MD' + e)A^ = F F£
must lie in the vector spaces generated by the columns of F^F^ and F^
respectively. Alternatively, all equivalent structural characteristics
(2.15a) A
1
= F^" 1 ,
and
(2.15b) A
2
= F^"
1
must lie in the vector spaces spanned by the columns of F^ and F 2
respectively. The matrices A^, A
2 ,
D, $ and 0 are not necessarily
the same matrices as those given in Equation (2.11). [The vector
spaces generated by the columns of F^F^ and F^ are the same vector
spaces. Similarly, the vector spaces generated by the columns of
F F£ and F
£
are the same (Rao, 1975)]. Thus, identification of <J>n
and Tp^
2
permits the determination of the factor space for and
E
22 but does not permit
identification of factor pattern matrices. In
order that A^ and be identified up to multiplication on the right
by a diagonal matrix, it is necessary and sufficient that
the parameters
in the two matrices meet restrictions such that the only
possible
transformation matrices are (rxr) diagonal matrices. A
variety of
sufficient conditions which imply the identification
of and
or alternatively, limit all matrices T ±
and T
2
to diagonal matrices
are given below. In the first case, a condition
that identifies
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a single column of is given, however, the extension of the condi-
tion to the identification of and A
2
should be clear.
Assume that linear homogeneous restrictions are placed on the
column of A^. Such restrictions may be expressed as
(2.16) R\_ii = 0 •
Where R is a (kxp) matrix of constants, and A. is the first column
of • For instance, if the third element of is zero, a row of F
would be
r = [0 0 1 . . . 0]
If the loadings of the second and fourth variable are equal, then a
row of R would be
r = [0 1 0 -1 0 . . . 0]
Denote the first column of T
1
as t_^. In order to determine the
conditions for identif iability of A_.q it is necessary to determine the
condition under which
(2.17) RA 1-11 0
That is, the condition under which
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*fi = Ai£n
satisfies the restrictions
RA_*
X
= 0
Equation (2.17) may be considered to be a system of homogeneous equa-
tions in r unknowns which are the elements of
_t~*. The matrix RA
has column dimension r. The vector space for the solution of Equation
(2.17) will be of dimension one if the rank of RA is r - 1 (Rao, 1975).
These considerations lead to the following condition for identification
of up to a scale factor.
Theorem 2.1 : A sufficient condition for the identification of up
to a scale factor is that the rank of RA^ is r - 1.
If the condition of the theorem obtains, then one possible solution for
_t^ is a vector with a non-zero first element and zero elements else-
where. Since the dimension of the solution space to Equation (2.17)
is one, this vector is the only possible solution vector.
Knowledge of whether the condition expressed in Theorem 2.1 holds
appears to require detailed knowledge of A^, which is attainable only
if all of the other columns are identifiable. Therefore, the condition
may seem of limited usefulness. However, Fisher (1966) distinguishes
the two types of cases in which the condition will fail to hold. The
first occurs if it is knowh that another column of Aj_ obeys the sane
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restrictions. In this case, it is known that the condition fails with-
out complete knowledge of A^. If the first case does not obtain, failure
of the condition depends on the last r - 1 columns of RA^, since the
first column is clearly JD if the restrictions are correct. If a
determinant of order r - 1, constructed from the last r - 1 columns of
A^ is zero, then the condition fails. However, Fisher (1966) states
that such a determinant is a continuous function in the elements of
the last r - 1 columns and is linear in any one such column and it,
therefore, follows that a vanishing determinant will occur only on
a set of measure zero in the space of these elements. Thus, if the
first case does not hold, the condition can be assumed to hold in
practice.
Suppose that all restrictions on the first column of A are such
that r - 1 of the X.,, (i=l,2, . . . ,p) are zero. Such restrictions
—ill
are referred to as exclusion restrictions. If all restrictions on
the columns of, say, A
1
are of this form, then the following theorem
gives sufficient conditions for identification.
Theorem 2.2: A sufficient condition for the identification of A ^ is
that the matrix consisting of all rows of A^ which have zeros specified
in the mth column (m=l,2 , . . . ,r) be rank r - 1 for each value of m
(Koopmans and Riersol, 1950)
.
The conditions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are sufficient
rather than
necessary and sufficient conditions for identification
because
restrictions on the parameters in the matrices D, $>,
and 9 probably
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also effect identification of A, D, $, and 8. For instance, sup-
pose that the number of factors is three and the covariance between
the first and the third factors is zero. This may be expressed as
(2.18)
—31^—11 = 0
where _t^ is the third row of T and _t is the first row. Since
$^3
= one way in which Equation (2.18) will be satisfied is if
(2.19a) t31 =[00 e 3 ]
and
(2.19b) tn = [ ei 0 0] ,
where e^ and e
3
are non-zero. If there are at least r - 2 restric-
tions on and of the form given by Equation (2.16), these
solutions given in Equations (2.19) are probably the only possible
solutions, but a precise statement of the necessary and sufficient
conditions for this to be true cannot be given at present.
Sufficient conditions of a somewhat different nature, for the
identification of and A 2 , may
be stated if additional aspects of
the model are stipulated. These stipulations and conditions
are given
in terms of \ , but apply A 2
also. One stipulation is that each column of
say, A
x
contains at least r zeros. Let A lm
be a submatrix of A 1
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consisting of the s^ rows that have zeros in the mth column. Further,
where R( ) indicates the rank of the matrix enclosed in the parentheses.
Let A
1
be a matrix in which each column has at least r zeros <*nd (2.20)
holds, and let
be a matrix that does not necessarily have at least r zeros in each column.
Further, let
define to be a matrix formed by deleting the j th row of A . The
1 TT*lm
second stipulation is
( 2 . 20 ) R(AL> - * - 1 m
(2.21a)
-1
and
(2.21b)
It follows from the definitions of A^ and A^ and the rank preserving
properties of a non-singular transformation that
(2.22a)
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and
(2.22b) R ( c
im)
= r - 1 .
Since contains all of the rows with zeros in the mth column, the
addition of a row of A not contained in A, to A, will increase thelm 1m
rank of the matrix so formed to r. Therefore, the addition of a row
to CL of a row of C not contained in CL increases the rank of thelm lm
matrix so formed to r. Finally, since
(2.23) A
lm
C
lm
T
l *
and since the mth column of A. is zero,lm
(2.24) CL t - = °lm-ml — )
where t is the mth column of T. . Since the columns of T. are linearly
—ml 1 1
independent, the right nullspace vectors of the matrices C^, ’ ,Cj1t
are linearly independent.
Theorem 2.3: A sufficient condition for identification of A x
up to
multiplication on the left by a diagonal matrix is that a matrix
= A^T”^ contains exactly r submatrices that 1) satisfy (2.22a)
and (2.22b), 2) are such that the addition of a row not
contained in
such a submatrix to such a submatrix increases the rank
to r, and
3) have linearly independent right nullspace
vectors (Riersol, 1950)
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Theorem 2.4: A sufficient condition for the identification of A is
that A. does not contain submatrices other than A,,, A,
A
thatA 11 12 lr
1) satisfy (2.22a) and (2.22b) with A^ substituted for
,
and 2) are
such that the addition of a row not contained in A, to A, increaseslm lm
its rank to r (Riersol, 1950)
.
In order to identify A^ and A
^
so that even multiplication by a
diagonal matrix is not permitted, it is necessary to introduce normali-
zation rules. A normalization rule simply determines the scale for the
parameters. Convenient normalization rules consist of specifying one
element in each column of A^ and to be unity.
Suppose that identification up to multiplication on the right
by a diagonal matrix obtains because the conditions of either
Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 are met. Let the focus be on the first column
of A^, and let the first element be specified as unity. The nor-
malization may be expressed as the restriction
(2.25) [10... 0]X = 1
The entire set of restrictions on X^ may be expressed as
(2.26) 1
0
5
0
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1
0
0
Theorem 2.5 : A sufficient condition for identification of A is that
the rank'of SA^^ is r. The rank of SA will be r if and only if the
rank of RA^ is r - 1 (Fisher, 1966).
i
Suppose that identification up to multiplication on the right
by a diagonal matrix obtains because the conditions of either Theorem
2.3 or 2.4 are met. The identification of A^ up to multiplication
on the right by a diagonal matrix under these conditions implies that
A
lm-lm
= 0
Since the mth column of A^ is 0 and the rank of A^ is r - 1, t^m must
be comprised of a non-zero mth element and zero elements elsewhere.
Denote the matrix obtained by adding the row with unity in its mth
column to A, as A™ . It follows thatlm lm
(2.27)
.m -1
A t 1lm-lm
1
0
«*
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The matrix is of rank r and, therefore, t~* must now be
comprised of a unit mth element and zero elements elsewhere.
It should be clear that with the addition of the condition that
a normalization is imposed on each column of and A
2 ,
Theorems
2.3^ and 2.4 give the conditions for identification of A^ and
If A
1
and A
2
are identified, or alternatively, if identity
matrices are the only possible rotation matrices, the matrices
D, $ and 0 are also identified. Furthermore, since
(2.28) Z
12 =
A^D’A' + *12 ,
\p
^2
must be identified.
The conditions for the identification of the matrices A, D, $,
9 and ij;^
2 ,
given in Theorems 2.1 to 2.4, are based on the assumption
that and ^22 are identified and, therefore, a critical problem is
the identification of the latter two matrices. This is an extremely
difficult problem and a solution cannot be offered at present. How-
ever, the two generic ways in which identification of these matrices
can fail can be indicated. First, suppose that a solution to Equa-
tion (2.10) exists for a particular value of r. The possibility
arises that there exists more than one and i|>22 , and,
therefore,
identification of any part of the structure by Theorems 2.1 to 2.4
cannot be achieved. A second possibility that arises is that solu-
tions exist for a different value of r and, again, identification of
the structure will not be possible. Thus, the problem of identifying
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and \^ 22 is fairly
complex and more research is required on the pro-
blem. Indeed, it must be concluded that more research in general is
required on the difficult problems of existence and identification of
the structure.
2.3 Restrictions for Identification and Restrictions for Estimation
In chapter three the likelihood equations for estimating the para
meters will be given. The likelihood equations cannot be solved in
closed form and, therefore, a numerical algorithm for the minimization
of a function of several variables is required. A number
of the avail-
able methods are, therefore, briefly discussed. When
applied to the
problem of solving the likelihood equations, one similarity
among
these methods is that the implementation of each
procedure requires
the restriction of 2r
2
of the elements of A^ A 2 , D, 4 and
6. In the
discussion of the identification problem, it was
mentioned that re-
moving the indeterminancy due to rotation
requires the restriction of
2r
2
of the parameters in *2 .
D. 4 and 9. Thus both for identifi-
cation and estimation, 2r
2
restrictions on the parameters are required.
The reason for this latter requirement
is that the likelihood func
tion will attain its maximum everywhere
in the r dimensional vector
spaces spanned by the columns of Aj.
and A 2> and, as a
result, the iter
ative procedures may break down.
However, given that each column
of
^
and A 2 have
been normalised, the solution
procedure will not break down
provided that restrictions, that
meet the conditions of either
Tneorems
2 1 or 2.2, have been placed on
the columns of A, and A,.
When such
restrictions are invoked for
estimation purposes, an important
distinction
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is between arbitrary and theoretically based restrictions. Theo-
retically based restrictions usually consist of exclusion restric-
tions or equality restrictions that are dictated by psychological
theory. The restrictions may be indicated by the results of pre-
vious factor analyses, by substantiated psychological theory, or
by hypotheses about the measurements being investigated. If rele-
vant psychological theory does not exist, arbitrary restrictions
that meet the requirements of either Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 can be
placed on A^ and and the iterative procedure will not break down.
If arbitrary restrictions are placed on and A
2
for estima-
tion purposes, in general, r - 1 restrictions and one normalization
will be placed on each column of A^ and A
2
» These restrictions serve
to pick out a representative solution A^, A
2 ,
D, $ and 0 from the set
of all equivalent solutions A^T^\ ^T^, T
2
DT 1^’ T
1
$T
1
and T
2
0T2*
When just r - 1 restrictions and a normalization rule is placed on each
column of A^ and A
2 ,
the resulting solution is referred to as an
unrestricted solution. Any arbitrary unrestricted solution may be
obtained from another arbitrary unrestricted solution by the transfor-
mation matrices T" 1 and T"
1
. If the r - 1 restrictions are not ar-
bitrary, but reflect psychological theory, then the solution will still
be unrestricted. However, it should not be rotated, since rotation
would change the values of the loadings that are dictated by psychological
theory. However, the solution is obtainable as a rotation of an arbi
trary unrestricted solution.
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If the restrictions reflect psychological theory, then in some
cases, more than r - 1 restrictions that meet the requirements of
either Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 may be placed on one or more of the columns
of and In this case, the columns and A
2
with more than
r - 1 restrictions are referred to as overidentified. The solution
of the model that incorporates these restrictions is referred to as a
restricted solution. In general, a restricted solution cannot be
obtained by rotation of an unrestricted solution.
i
Analyses carried out using arbitrary restrictions have been called
exploratory in the factor analysis literature. The purpose of an ex-
ploratory analysis is to investigate measurements that are not well un-
derstood. Since the longitudinal common factor model permits the study
of changes in the parameters of the factor model over occasions, explor-
atory studies using the model may contribute more to the investigator’s
understanding of the measurements than a single occasion exploratory fac-
tor analysis would. More importantly, for the present discussion, if the
exploratory analysis permits the investigator to form hypotheses about
the nature of the factors it may be possible to develop hypotheses about
the kinds of restrictions the factor loadings conform to. Also, as the
nature cf the factors becomes clearer, it may be possible to construct
new measurements that are purer measures of the factors. It would seem
that if the factors really represent meaningful constructs, it will
eventually be possible to construct measures that load on a single
factor only. With such measures, the investigator may be able to
state restrictions on A^ and A 2 that
are sufficient to identifv A, D,
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$ and 9. Moreover, as evidence about restrictions on the factor
loadings and other parameters accumulate, the identifiability of
and if>22 , at least for a given value of r, may be effected. Thus,
over a series of investigations the identification of the model may
be effected.
2.4 Restrictions, Normalizations and Hypothesis Testing
The purpose of this section is to point out that the rejection
of some of the hypotheses of interest can be artifacts of the restric-
tions and normalizations placed on the model. This objective is
carried out, in part, by presenting an example in which the normali-
zation rules can be expected to lead to the rejection of the hypo-
thesis of invariant factor patterns. The situation in which restric-
tions or normalization cause the rejection of an hypothesis should
certainly be avoided when the restrictions and normalizations are
chosen arbitrarily, as they might be for estimation purposes.
An example of how a normalization rule can effect an hypothesis
test is given below. Essentially, a normalization rule sets a scale
for the parameters of the model. One possible set of normalization
rules is to set the diagonal elements of $ and D$D' + 6 to unity. Un-
fortunately, these normalization rules can lead to problems in testing
the hypothesis A = A 2 - In
general, the variance of the observed vari-
ables may be expected to increase over occasions. Lord (1963) has shown
that the variance of a variable will increase unless either of two
con
ditions are fulfilled. For any variable z, let z ^
indicate the vari-
able at the first occasion and z 2 the
variable at the second occasion.
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If
then
2 2 2
o = o + a + 2a
z
2
G z
1
Gz
1
The variance of z will increase unless either a is zero or there is
G
a negative covariance an such thatGz
i
(2 - 29)
°Gz
1
: -°G
/2 •
2
The variance will remain the same only if is zero or Equation (2.32)
is an equality. Since each of these conditions is fairly restrictive
it seems likely that the variance of at least one variable will in-
crease.
If the variance of at least one of the variables increases and
the diagonal elements of $ and D$D + 0 are required to be unity,
then the elements of corresponding to that variable must increase
relative to the corresponding elements in A^. However, since one of
the purposes of the model is to examine the question of the equality
of factor loadings this situation should not be permitted. In
order
not to have the normalization rules lead to rejection of the hypothesis
of equal factor patterns, normalization rules can be
introduced that
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specify one entry in each column of and A
2
to be unity, as was
suggested in section 2.2.
The dilemma that now arises is that if both sets of normali-
zations are arbitrary, why should the results based on one set be
chosen over the results based on another? The answer is that the
normalization rules that require the diagonal elements of $ and
D$D + 0 to be unity, although arbitrarily chosen, in fact are quite
restrictive. These normalization rules imply that the factor
,
variances remain the same over the two occasions. But this can hap-
pen only if the factor scores meet either of the conditions given above.
The question of whether the first condition obtains can be tested
statistically. This is the question of factor score invariance. The
second condition cannot be tested statistically, but it seems unlikely
that it would hold simultaneously for all factors. Therefore, the
normalization rule that sets certain elements of A^ and A 2 to be unity
seems to be more viable.
In a similar vein, if the equality of factor pattern matrices is
being entertained, the same restrictions and normalizations must be
placed on corresponding elements of the columns of A^ and 1^ 2 ’ This,
of course, means that some of the factor loadings will be equal by
fiat and, therefore, it is clear that the restrictions and normalization
must limit the hypotheses that can be tested. It is important
to be
aware of these limitations and to whatever extent possible
choose nor-
malizations and restrictions that permit testing of hypotheses
that
are coincident with the purposes of the study. However,
again.
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restrictions and normalization should not be manipulated to conform
with hypothesis testing purposes, if the manipulations will pro-
duce results that are at odds with the results expected on theoretical
grounds
.
t
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CHAPTER III
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS
3.0 Introduction
In this chapter the likelihood equations for estimating the
parameters of the model are given. These results are presented in
section 3.1. Methods for the solution of the likelihood equations are
discussed in section 3.2 and the second derivatives required for
certain of the procedures are presented. In section 3.3, issues re-
lated to changing the units of measurement of the observed variables
are discussed.
3.1 The Maximum Likelihood Equations
In order to justify the use of a maximum likelihood estimation
procedure, the random vectors x and e formed in (2.7) are assumed to
follow independent multivariate normal distributions. The random
vector y is , of course, assumed to have the form given by (2.7) and
so also follows a multivariate normal distribution. The assumed co-
variance structure of y is given by Equation (2.10).
Suppose a random sample of N observations y^, ^j****)^
available. The unbiased sample estimate S of the population covariance
matrix is given by
where £ is the sample mean
vector. The problem is to use the infor
(3.1) (y ± - y) (y i -
y)
'
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mation contained in S to estimate the parameter matrices A, B, $
,
0
and ¥ of the model. This may be done by finding the values of the
parameters that maximize the likelihood function of the observations
y^. Since the model given by Equation (2.10) does not depend in any
way on the mean vector it is sufficient to maximize the natural
logarithm of the likelihood function based on only the information con-
tained in S. This function, omitting a function of the observations,
is given by
(3.2) log L =
-
|[log|E| + TrSS"1 ]
where
n = N - 1
However, Joreskog (1970) has suggested that it is more convenient to
minimize the function,
(3.3) F(A,B,$,0,'O = logUI + Tr(S£
-1
) - log |s | - 2p
Minimization of (3.3) is equivalent to a maximization of (3.2) and so
the function given by (3.3) will be used in the sequel. In order to
obtain the first derivatives of (3.3) the matrix calculus developed
by
McDonald and Swaminathan (1973) will be used. For the reader s
con
venience, the results that are required to obtain the
derivatives are
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given in Appendix A. The derivatives required to minimize (3.3) are
<5F/6Adiag, 6F/6D, 6F/6$, 6F/60 and dF/dY, where
It may be shown that
0.4) dF
_
6 [ log [ Z | + TrCSl"
1
)]
61 dZ
= Vec(E
_1
- Z
_1
SI
_1
)
Now by the chain rule (Theorem A.l)
,
6Z_
6A
diag
6A_ 5Z_
6A
, .
6A
diag
With the use of Theorem A. 3,
(3.5) |f= If [I®® (B*B ’ +e)A’l +|f- [(BW + 9)A'®®I] •
The symbol ’(g)(2) ' indicates the Double Krone ck-er product, which
is
defined by Equation (A. 16). By the chain rule
6F
6Adiag
6A
6 Adiag
dz_ §L
6 A dZ
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On letting
W = £ 1S£" 1
J
and
r = B$B’ + o
we have
If 'll,. if +|f (rA’®®I)][Vec(r 1 - W)]diag diag
Using Theorem A. 7 we obtain
6F
6Adiag
If [ Vec(E
1
- W)Ar + |4“ VecrA'CZ-1 - W) ]6Adiag 5A
Application of Theorem A. 4 yields
(3.6) = |f [Vec(£ 1 - W)Ar + Vec(E 1 - W)Ar]6A,. 6A,.diag diag
= 2Vec[(£ - W)AT] diag 5
where Vec(A),. is defined by (A. 15).diag
Again by the chain rule
6F
=
6B 61 6F
6D 6D 6B 61
Since
(3.7) H = (A'® ®*B ' A, > + If- ($B’A f® ® A’)
we have
H= II (A’<g)<g) B’A’) Vec(s
1
W)
+ ||1 [($B’A'(g)0 A’) Vec(Z 1 - W) ]
.
0 D
which, using Theorems A. 4 and A. 7, simplifies to
(3.8) |£= [2VecA'(s"1 - W)AB$]
where
]
Hence
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( 3 . 9 )
6 F 21 O')
^-=A'(Z - W
21)A 1® + A’(E
ZZ
- W
22
)A
2
D4»
,
where
and
-1 r
11
r
12
z
21
z
22
J
w
W
11 V
l
W
21
W
22
Since, by Theorem A.
2
( 3 . 10 )
6E_
6 $ = || (B'A’®® B'A')
and by the chain rule
6F
_
6$ 6Z 6F
6$ 6$ 6$ 5E
we obtain
§L = (b’A 1 ®0 B’A') Vec(Z 1 - W)
= Vec[B’ A ' (Z - W)AB]
6<D
By Theorem A. 6 and symmetry considerations
(3* 11) f|- * Vec[2B
? A' (E
_1
- W)AB - I*B'A'(i:"1 - W)AB]
Further,
6F
=
60 6F
60 69 60 6E
Since
,
(3.12) |f - |f (A'®®A') '
it follows that
(3.13) || • || || (A'®® A') Vecd"
1
- W)
-f f VecA ' (I_1 - W)A '
-
~ VecA ' (Z
-1
- W)A
where
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The matrix 2 2L » (r xr ) is defined by (A. 2).
r
L
•
Thus
(3 - 15) = Vec[2A^(E 22 - W
22
)A
2
-
I*A'(E 22 - W^A,,]
Since
6F
_
6E 6F
6V 6Y
and since in obtaining the partial derivative 6F/6T, E is linear in
the derivative becomes
6F
64*
S(Sl*T) {F
m se y
(3.16) = D(S^)L* Vec(£
-1
- W)
where
L 9 0
0 0
P
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2 2The matrix E (p xp ) is defined by (A. 4). Using Theorem A.
6
P
If
= rKS^Vec^Cl -1 _ W) - I * (£
-1
- W)]
Thef matrix D(S.J is a (4p x4p ) supermatrix partitioned into sixteen
2 2
(p xp ) submatrices. Each of the four principal diagonal submatrices
of D(S^) has unity as its (g,g)th diagonal element if g = p(j - 1) + j,
( j=l,2 , . . . ,p) and zeros elsewhere. For example, let p = 5, then in
each of the principal diagonal submatrices in D(S^)
,
the first,
seventh, thirteenth, nineteenth and twenty-fifth diagonal elements
are unity. All other elements in the principal diagonal submatrices
are zero, as are all the elements of the off diagonal submatrices.
The non-zero elements of <5F/5'i' may be expressed as
(3.17a) 5F
6\p
11 diag
= (E
11
- W ni )11 diag.
,
(3.17b) 6F 6F = 0( Y 12 TT ^
SiPl0 S^91 12
diag
r l2 diag 21 diag
and
(3.17c) 6F
^22 diag
W
22 ) diag
where, say, (E
11
- W,.,),. is a (pxl) vector consisting of the diagonal
11 diag
elements of (E^ - W^) .
60
Thus, the likelihood equations that must be solved to minimi ze
F are
-1
(3.18a) 2[(E i - W)AT]
diag
(3.18b) A
2
( ^
21
- W
21
)A 1$ + A^(E
22
- W
22
)A
2
D$
(3.18c) 2B , A’(E~ 1 - W)AB - IfcB'A'U 1 - W)AB 0
,
(3. 18d) 2A’(E 22 - W
22
)A
2
-
I*A’(Z 22 - W^A,, = 0
(3. 18e) (I 11 - W
u>dl - 0 ,
(3. 18f) 2(S 12
-Vdiag = 0 ,
and
<3-188) (*“
- Vdiag ’ ° •
3.2 Solution of the Likelihood Equation
Equations (3.18) apparently cannot be solved in closed form and,
therefore, an iterative method is required for a solution. The avail
able mathematically justified methods for the unrestrained minimiza-
tion of a function of several variables all use the following
equation
61
^
k+1)
= 0
(k)
_ X
(k) [M(0(k) )]" 1f'(0 (k) )
where k is the iteration index. The procedures differ in the defi-
(k) (k)
nition of X and M(0_v ) and may be thought of as falling into two
(k)
classes based on the definition of M(0^ ). The first class, com-
prised of the Newton-Raphson procedure and modified Newton-Raphson
procedures involve the Hessian,
6A,. 6A..
diag diag
2 2
6 F 6 F
5MA
diag
6
2
F
6D6D
6
2
F <s
2
f
6$6A ,
.
diag
6
2
F
5$6D
6
2
F
6$5$
6
2
F 6
2
F
606A diag
6
2
F
606D
6
2
F
696$
6
2
F
6069
6
2
F 6
2
F
64'6 A ,.diag
6Y6D 6H'6$ 6Y60 6W
where 0 is a vector of dimension (2pr + 3p + r) at most. The vector
0^ contains the estimates of the free parameters of A, B, $, 0 and
y given by the kth iteration. The Hessian is evaluated using
these
estimates and substituted for M(0
(k)
), in the Newton-Raphson and modi
fied Newton-Raphson procedures. These two procedures,
therefore, re-
quire expressions for the second derivatives. The second
class of
procedures vary in their definition of M(0^ but do not
require
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expressions for the second derivatives. The most well known methods
in this class are The Fletcher-Powell Method and the classical Gauss-
Seidel procedure. In the remainder of this section expressions for
the second derivatives of the likelihood function are derived- These ex-
pressions, provide the potential for utilizing the Newton-Raphson or
modified Newton-Raphson procedures for the solution of the likelihood
equations. In addition, the second derivatives provide the infor-
mation necessary for obtaining the asymptotic standard errors of the
estimates.
In order to simplify the derivations it is useful to evaluate
a few basic derivatives. It can be shown that
( 3 * 19 )
~~s'i
—“ = Z
X 0®(w - l 1 ) + (W<g)(g)I X )
Now
,
6(1
-1
- W)
_
6Z_ 6(S
1
- W)
6A 6£6A
By Equations (3.6) and (3.19)
( 3 . 20 )
5(S 1 ~ W)
6A
=* [ff (i®®rA') + (rA’®® i)]
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§X [z
1 (gMg)rA , (w - z
-1
) + wgxgjrA'z -1 ]
+ [rA'z" 1®® (w - z x ) + rA'(g)(g) z" 1 ]
Similarly,
6 (Z
1
- W)
_
6Z 6 (Z
-1
- W)
6B 6 B 6Z
and by Equations (3.7) and (3.19)
-1
—
{B
W)
= [ff (A'®®$B'A') + 11^- (tB'A'0® A’)]
‘6B 6B
[Z
X®® (W - Z _i) + W(g)®Z"-L ].-1 -1-
which reduces to
,-l
( 3 . 21 )
^ R
-~—
W
~
= ||- [A’Z
1
(g) ® $B’A' (W - z" 1 ) + A’W®®$B'A'Z 1 ]
+ [ $B 1 A ' Z
_1®® A ’ (W - Z X ) + ^B’A'WOOA’Z'
1
]
6B
Using almost identical steps,
6(Z 1 - W)
_ Ai r B t A »
E
_1
(2) (g) B
T A f (W - Z
_1
) + B'A
fW(g)® B'A'Z L ]
6$ 6$ L
. » A I
( 3 . 22 )
64
= L^[B'A'Z 1 ®0B'A , (W - Z _1 ) + B ' A ' W 00 B ' A ' Z _1 ]
Also,
( 3 - 23 > ~
(Z
"50~ W) = H A'(W ~ Z" 1 ) + A'W®® A’z" 1 ]
Finally
,
«
(3.24) ~-(-E
5f
~ W)
= DCS^LMZ'1 ^^) (W - Z- 1) + W00 Z" 1 ]
Now
,
= 2Vec(Z
_1
- W)Ar .
6 A
Using Equation (3.20)
&= 2{M£4^ (I ®® Ar)
+
lf [(rl - w)0® 1,}
= 2(4^- ta’(w - z
_1
)Ar + w<g)(2)rA , z~
1
Ar]
+ j~ [rA’E-1®® (w - r_1)Ar + rA’w®®E
_ 1
Ar]
+ |i [(r1 -w)®®r]}
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However, the required second derivative is 6 F/6A 6Adiag diag
Utilizing Theorem A. 4, we obtain
(3.25) —— = [z ^rA'Cw - z 1)Ar + w®rA’z ^r]
diag diag
+ E
1
[rA , z"1®(w - z -1)Ar + rA'w®z_1Ar]
+ [ (z
~ 1
- w)®r]
where
0
9
E
pr
and the symbol ’ ’ denotes the Hadamard-Kronecker product defined by
(A. 22). In order to obtain an expression for
6A* .
E =
dia^
=
1 <$A,.diag
pr
6
2
F
6D5Adiag
6B 6
2
F
6D 5B6A
5 [ (Z
1
- w)Ar]
diag
6[(Z 1 - W) Ar]
9
we first obtain the second partial derivative
il_ _ 2fiCLijJl}[I ®®Ar]+ if [(I* 1 - w)0® I]
6B5A <5B oB
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On letting
(3.26a)
and
(3.26b)
we have
(3.27)
= 2 {ff [A'Z~
100 $B’A'(W - E-1)Ar + A'W00 B’A'Z~ 1Ar
+ A ’ (Z
_1
- W)00 $B] + ||^- AT" 1 (g)® A’ (W - Z _1)Ar
+ $B'A'W(g)(g) A’Z
_1
Ar + $B ' A
'
(Z
-1
- W)(g)(g) I]}
[01]
rz
<5[(X
1
- W)Ar]
Q =
diag
_
5 [ (Z
1
- W)Ar]
I 0
r
0 0
0 0
0 I
PrJ
2 ^LI = 2P[A , z
“ 100 $B'A’(W - X _1)Ar + A’W00 ^B'A’Z" Ar5D5A
,
.
diag
+ a
'
(X
_1
- W) 00 $B’ + $B , A , X " 100 A’ (W - X_1)Ar
+ $B'A , W 00 A’X 1Ar + $B'A'(X 1 - W)00 I]
Q
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Similarly, to obtain an expression for
6
2
F
<5$6A diag
<s
2
f
6$>6A
6 [ (E
1
- W)Ar]
diag
6 [ (z
1
- W)Ar]
we first evaluate the second partial derivative
<s
2
f
6$6A 2
"
W)
+ jf KiT 1 - w)gi <g> il) ,
2L ,[B'A'£‘1®® B'A'(W - E'^Ar
+ B’A’W®® B’A , Z-1Ar + B’A’CZ
-1
- W)®®B']
Then by Equation (3.26b)
(3.28) 6$6A
F
diag
2L
_
[B ? A’ E
1
(g)® B * A ' (W - E
X)Ar
r^
+ B , A ,W®®B , A'E_1Ar + B ’ A ' (E_1 - W)®<g>B']Q
Now,
5
2
F 60 6
2
F
6 [ (E
1
- W) Af] diag
6 96Adiag
69 696A
6 [ (E
1
- W) AT]
and
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<s
2
f
6 06 A
2
W) (I®(g) AD + [(z -1 . W)00 I]}60
= 2 || [A'Z
10® A’(W - Z X)Ar + A ,W00A , Z _1Ar
+ A f (I
1
- W) 001]
By Equation (3.14)
E
- H - ' 0 0 0 Lr2 1
Hence, using Equation (3.26b)
,
we obtain
(3.29)
^ F n-r* T a | V '1 /0\ 0\ A I / T.T V ^"\ A P J_ J It.! /0\ /Ol A ’ V~^ /
696A,
.
diag
= 2R[A'Z 00A'(W - Z )Ar + A'W00 A’Z Af
+ A'(Z 1 - W)00 I ]
0
Further
,
|^ =2 i(£i^ ( i00 An ,
= 2D(S
1
)L*[Z x00 (w - r x)Ar + W 0<0s XAr]-1, -1,
Hence
,
5 F
= 2D(S )L*[I ^0® (W - £ 1)Af + W0® 2 AT ]
Q
-1,
(3.30) 64,6A diag
Now, rewriting Equation (3.8), we have
6F
6D 2VecA
? (S
-1
- W) AB$ 9
C
where again
P =
This derivative may also be expressed as
6F_
6D
- W)AB$ 9
where P* (rx2r) is
P* = [ o i
r ]
By the chain rule
2 2
<5 F
_
6B 5 F
6D6D SD 6B6D
Now
6
2
F
_ 2 5
fP*A * (Z
1
- W)Aj (T 0^ nart
6B6D <5B
+ 4^- [A'(E
1
- W)AP*’00 !]
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which by virtue of Equation (3.21) becomes
2|^-= 2 {|| [A'Z"1AP*»0®*B f A , (W - Z" 1 )AB<D
f + A'WAP* ,®0$B , A'Z“ 1AB<I> + A'd"1 - W) AP*'®® $]
+ ||^- [^’A'l^AP*'®® A'(W - £
_1
) AB$
+ $B'A’WAP* ?00 A f Z _1AB$]}
Hence
,
2
(3.31) |^= 2P[A , £~^AP*,®0 $B’A’(W - Z _1)AB$
+ A’WAP*'®0$B , A , S _1AB$ + A' Of 1 - W)AP*'00$
+ $B , A'Z" 1AP* , 0)® A'(W - E
_1
)AB$
+ $b'a ,wap*,00A , e"1ab$]
Similarly, using (3.22)
<S
2
F
_ 2
r 5 [P*A T (S
1
~ W)Aj
( 00 B$) + [A'O:" 1 - W)AP*'00I]>
6$6D " 1 6$(3.32)
71
= 2L .[B’A'Z 1AP*'®®B , A'(W - Z_1) AB<t
r
+ B , A ,WAP*’®®B , A , E _1 AB<f + B’ A * (E
~ 1
- W)AP*’®®$]
Using essentially the same steps in conjunction with Equation (3.23)
we have
= 2
"
e
~ W) (AP*'®®AB*)
,
= 2 [A ? E~^AP*
?®® A ' (W - £ -1 ) AB$
O t)
+ A ,WAP* ,®®A’Z~ 1AB$]
and, hence,
2
(3.33)
5
- -
F
— = 2R[A’E~1AP*’®® A' (W - E
_1
)AB$ + A’WAP*®® A'Z AB$]
The derivation of
2 ^
(3#34) |_|_ = 2D(S 1)L*[E"
1AP*'®® (W - E
_1
)AB$ + WAP*®® E~ AB$]
is by now obvious
.
Rewrite Equation (3.11) as
6F
6 V
B ' A ’ (E W)AB + B’A’d"
1
- W)AB - I*B f A , (E"
1
- W)AB
f-
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This derivative is of the form
X + X' - I *X
Since
(3.35) 6(X + X*
- I » X)
6X
(I + E - J )
r
L 5
where the matrices I, E, J and L are defined in the Appendix, it
follows that
6
2
F
=
r 6 [
B
1 A * (S" 1 - W)AB]
}
£
5 [ B
T A
'
(l" 1 - W)AB + B'A * (E"
1
- W)AB - I*B , A t (^~ 1 - W)ABh
SB’A' (Z
_1
- W)AB
6 T B * A * (Z
_1
- W)AB] T
6 $ r2
6 (X~
1
- W)
6 $
(AB (g)0AB)L
?
r
L
Using Equation (3.22), we have
(3 * 36) fif?
= ^[B’A’E^AB®® B’A’(W - Z _1)AB
+ B'A’WAB®® B , A'Z"1AB]L
r
z
Further, with the aid of Equation (3.23)
fe- —^ (ab®<8>ab)Li2 .
= ||- [A , Z
_1AB0® A’(W - E _1)AB
+ A'WAB®® A’E _1AB]L .
Since
2 2
5 F
=
60_ 6 F
606 $ 66 506 $ *
using Equation (3.14)
(3.37)
6
2
F
666 $
= R[A'E XAB®® A f (W - E X)AB + A’
Using similar steps
5
-
2
£- = 5(E (AB®®AB)L
64, 6$ 6T r2
WAB
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which upon substituting (3.26) becomes
(3-38) Iwr * D(S )L*[r
1AB®®(W-E 3)AB + WAB®®I -1AB]L
Tl
Rewriting Equation (3.15) as
6F
60
Vec[A^(E 22 - W
22
)A
2 +
A^(B22 - W
22
)A
2
I A^(E 22 - W
22
)A
2 ] ,
then using the results of Equation (3.35) we obtain
(3.39) 6
2
f
^
6[A^(E W
22
)A
2
]
6069 ~ 60
L
r2
6 a
22
- w )
6lT-^- (A2® A 2)Lr2 *
22
An expression for 6(Z - W22)/60 may be
obtained by locating the sub-
22
matric element, 6(E - W22)/60, in
6(E 1
-JO. = i© (A . Z 1 (g)(g) A' (W - l h + A'W®0 A’E
_1
)
60 60
-1 2 2 .
and evaluating this element. Now 5(Z - W)/50 is a (4r x4p ) matrix
2 2
with 6(Z
22
- W
22
)/69 as the lower righthand (r xp ) submatric element.
Therefore, it is necessary to obtain an expression for the lower
righthand submatric element. From the definition of the Double Kronecker
Product, we obtain
A’E
220A*(w
22 -
i
22
) + A^W22
0A'S 22(3.40)
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as the desired expression. Therefore,
( 3 . 41 )
6 (E
22
- W22>
«e
* It U;::
22® a;(w.66 2 22
22
- I ) A
2
W22® A 2Z 22 ]
Substituting (3.41) in (3.39) we obtain
( 3 . 42 )
5
2
F
6066
= L
2
[A’Z
22 ® A’(W22 - S
22
) A
2
W
22 ® A’E 22 ]L
In a similar fashion, with the aid of Equation (3.24), we obtain
( 3 . 43 )
6
2
F
6Y66 D (S- )
L
r
_22 .
JE A, ® (w22 - E
22)A
2 +
W
22
A
2
®
E
22
A
2
]L
2
Rewrite (3.16) as
11= s,*[(z _1 - W) + (z' 1 - W) - I* a
1
- w)
]
6 T i
Then
,
6
2
F
6Y5'F
6 (E
1
- W)
6^
5 {S * [(E
" 1
- W) + (E
1
- W)' - I*(E
_1
- W)]>
6 (E
_1
- W)
Now
(Z
-1
- W) + (z'
1
- W)' - 1‘Cz'
1
- W)
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is of the form
X + X' - I* X
where X (2px2p) is a partitioned matrix with X symmetric and
X^j = X^. It has been shown (McDonald and Swaminathan, 1972) that
(3.44) 5—
X
-
+
-
X
-—-—— = I* + E* - J*
oX
where
= L*
,
I* =
I „ 0 0 0
0 I 9 o 0
0 0 I 9 o
p
0 0 0 1
E* =
E
? 0
0 0
P
0 0 E 0
P
z
0 E 9 0
0
P
0 0 0 E
77
J O 0 0
P
Z
0 0 0 0
J* =
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 J
p_
and L* has been defined previously. The matrices I*, E*, J* and L*
are the partitioned counterparts of I
,
E, J and L respectively. Using
Equations (3.24) and (3.44)
(3.45) f^p-
= DCS^L*!!'
1 ®® (W - l~ L) + W®®,-l ~1N ."I,
Taking account of the form of SF/6'y^_.
(j^a g»
Equation (3.45) may be
expressed in terms of its submatric elements as follows:
(3.46a)
6
2
F
0T
11 diag 11 diag
= Z
11
* (W - E
11
) + (Wn* E
11
)
(3.46b) ^
6
2
F
= E
11
*(W10 - E^) + (W * E
-1
"")
,
,12 2 ,
12 diag 11 diag
12 11
(3.46 c)
6
2
F
^22 diag^H diag
= E
12
* (W
l2
-
E
12
) + (Wl2 *
E
12
)
6
2
F
= 4 [(E
11
* (W„, - E
21
) + (Wn *E )]
^ll diag° *12 diag
21(3 . 46d)
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(3. 46e)
C
(3.46f)
(3. 46g)
(3.46h)
6__F
12 diag 12 diag
x 2
6_j;
22 diag 12 diag
6^F
6¥
11 diag
6H,
22 diag
6
2
F
5^
diag 22 diag
2 [(E
11
* (W
22 -
E
22
) + (Wn * Z
22
)l
+ 2[Z21 *(W
12 _
E
12
) + (W
12
*E 12 )]
12 22 22
4[E iZ * (W
22 -
E
ZZ
) + (W12 *E
ZZ
)]
21 21 21
E
Zi #(W
21 -
E ) + (W21
*E Zi ) ,
?1 22 22
E * (W
22
" 2 } + W21* Z } ’
9
and
(3. 46i)
. 2
<$ F
0
22 diag 22 diag
90 99 22
= E
22
* (W22 -
I ) + (W22 *
l )
3.3 Effect of Change in the Unit of Measurement
In this section the effect of a change in the units of measure-
ment of the elements of the vector y is considered.
Examining the
effect of such a change is of importance, since the unit
of measurement
for educational and psychological measurements is
generally considered
to be arbitrary. The issues that will be
explored are the effect of
the scale transformation on the parameters
and the effect of the scale
transformation on the estimates of the parameters.
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Changing the units of measurement means multiplying each
component of y by a constant. This change may be represented by the
equation
£ = vy
where V is a (2px2p) diagonal matrix of constants. The diagonal sub-
matrices, (pxp) and (pxp)
,
contain the only non-zero elements
in V. The effect of the scale transformation may be clarified by ob-
serving that
( 3 . 47 ) F(zz’) = = VTV
= VA(B$B' + 0)A'V' + VW'
Clearly B, $ and 0 have not been effected by the scale transformation
and we can write (3.47) as
(3.48) Z
(Z)
= A^
z) (B$B* + 0)A (z) + V
(z)
Assume that and ^22 are
identified. From Equations (3.47) and (3.48
and the identification of ^ and ^22
we find that
(3.49a)
*u - Vnvi
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(3.49b) *< z) -
,
(3.49c) = V
2* 22
V^
,
(3.49d) A^ z) tA^z) '
=
(3.49e) A^ z) (Dttf + 6)A^ Z> ' = + 6)A£V^
and
(3 . 49f ) A^SD'A^ ’ = V
1
A
1
$D ?A^
but whether
(3.50a) A^
z)
= V
1
A
1
and
(3.50b) A^
Z)
= V
2
A
2
depends on the identifying conditions that A must satisfy (Anderson
and Rubin, 1956).
If A and A
2
are identified, up to a post-multiplication by a
diagonal matrix, by the occurrence of r - 1 zeros in
specified places
in the columns of and A 2 ,
then A^
z)
(= V^) and A^ ) (= V 2 A 2 )
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will have corresponding zero elements. Thus, Equations (3.50) will
hold. However, if normalization rules that set one element in each
column of A and to unity, are introduced, then, in general, the
normalization rules will not be satisfied for A^ (= V A ) or
(z)
^2 1 (= ^2
^
2
^' Since normalization rules are generally arbitrary,
the failure for the rule to hold is not very serious. The matrices
A^
Z
^ (= V^A^) anc* (= ^2^2^ meet the conditions for identifi-
cation with a new scale chosen for the parameters.
Suppose that at least one of the r - 1 restrictions on, say,
specifies that a linear combination of the elements of A^ equals
zero. As was noted above an example of this type of restriction is
one that restricts two elements of A^ to be equal. Let all the
restrictions on A^ be represented as
R*u
=
2 ’
the vector
A
(z)
-11
V
*ll
will not, in general, satisfy the restriction
0 ,
and, therefore, Equations (3.50) do not obtain.
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If the structure for Z is identified under the conditions of
Theorem 2.3 or Theorem 2. A, then these conditions will be satisfied
‘ (z)for the structure of Z since V is a non-singular matrix. There-
fore, Equations (3.50) will hold.
The next issue that will be examined is that of the effect of
a change in the units of measurement on the maximum likelihood
estimates of the parameters. Ignoring the forms of A, B and 9 the
likelihood equations may be written as
(3.51a) ||- = (Z 1 - Z
-1
SZ
1
) A ' (B$B ' +0) = 0
(3.51b) A(Z
-1
- Z"
1SZ~
1)A'B$ = 0
oB
(3.51c) = 2B’A'(Z"1 - Z" 1SZ
_1
)AB - I * B '
A
1 (Z
_1
- Z
_1
SZ"
1)AB = 0
0<P
(3 . 51d) = 2A , (Z"
1
- Z‘
1
SZ"
1)A - I*A'(Z _1 - Z" 1SZ
_1
)A = 0
00
and
(3. 51e) || = s x [ 2 (
Z~ 1
- Z
_1
SZ
X
) - I*(Z 1 - Z ^Z"
1
)] = 0 .
That is. Equations (3.51) are the likelihood equations if we ignore
the fact that certain elements of the matrices A, B and 0,
given by
Equations (2.9c), (2.9d) and (2.9f), are zero, and certain
elements
of B are unity. It is easily seen that using Equations
(3.51) rather
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than Equations (3.18) in the following proof, simplifies the ex-
pressions but does not invalidate the results.
Since
Z^
z)
= VZV
and
i
s
(z)
= vsv
Equations (3.51) may be written, based on the vector z as
(3.52a) (v"1S~1v“
1
- V
-1
e“
1
V
-1VSW" 1Z" :LV" 1)A^ z) (B$B* + 6) = 0
,
(3.52b) A^
z )
* (v~1E
_
1
V
_
1
- v“
1
Z
_1
V~
1VSW"1 E
_1
v"
1)A (' Z) B<I> = 0 ,
(3.52c) B' A^
Z
^
' (V
-1
E
-1
V
-1
-V’WWW 1 ) A ( Z) B = 0 ,
(3.52d) A
(z) f
_ v
_1
Z"
1
V
_1VSW~ 1 E
_1
v"
1)A
(z)
= 0
,
and
(3 . 52e) s * (v
_1
z"
1
v
"1
- v"
1
z
_1
v ^sw hh 1) = 0
Pre-multiply Equation (3.52a) by V and pre and post
-multiply
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Equation (3.52e) by V to obtain
(3.53a) (Z 1 - Z
_1
SZ"1)V 1A (z) (B$B ' + 0) 0
,
(3.53b) A (z), V 1 (Z~ 1 - Z
-1
SZ
X)V 1A (z) B$ 0
,
(3.53c) B’A^ Z) 'V 1 (Z
-1
- Z
_1
SZ
X)V 1A (
Z
^ B 0
,
(3.53d) A^ Z^ *V 1 (Z 1 - Z
_1
SZ
X)V 1A^ z) = 0
,
and
(3.53e) S
1
* (Z
1
- Z
1
SZ
l
) = 0
Comparing Equations (3.53) with (3.51) it is clear that we may take
A
(z)
= VA
,
(z)
conditional upon the requirement that both A (= VA) and A satisfy
the same conditions for identification. Thus, maximum likelihood
estimators of the parameters are effected by the scale transformation
in the same way the parameters are.
Suppose that the matrix V contains as its diagonal elements
reciprocals of the population variances of the random
vector y. The
matrix Z
(z)
is then the population correlation matrix, and the
parameter
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matrices A^ \ A^ \ ' 311(1 ^22^ are parts of the solution
to the model in terms of the correlation matrix. It is of interest
to inquire what the maximum likelihood estimates of these matrices are.
The problem that arises in estimating these parameter matrices
is that the sample estimate of the correlation matrix does not follow
the Wishart distribution and so Equations (3.18) may not be used to
estimate the parameters. Moreover, in this case, the immediately pre-
ceeding results concerning the effect of a scale transformation on the
estimates cannot be utilized, since generally the population values
for the variances of the variables are unknown. However, the fol-
lowing theorem, which permits the values of these parameters to be
estimated from the parameters estimated by Equations (3.18) on the
basis of the covariance matrix, is well known.
A
Theorem 3.1 : If on the basis of a given sample the vector 0 is the
maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter vector 0, then f 1 (©)
,
A A
f (0), ... f (0) are maximum likelihood estimates of f,(0), ••• >2— m-
f (0). If the estimates of 0 are unique then the estimates of f-^(0)>
m -
... f (0) are unique (Anderson, 1958).
m —
The transformations given by (3.49a), (3.49b), (3.49c), (3.50a)
and (3.50b) are one to one. Therefore, the maximum likelihood
esti-
mates of A<
Z>
,
A^
z)
,
and
*22 > whlch in thiS
MSe “* ^
estimates of the structural parameters for the correlation
matrix,
can be obtained by replacing the population matrices
by their sample
(3.49a), (3.49b), (3.49c) , (3.50a) and (3.50b).analogues in Equations
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That is, the diagonal elements of S are substituted for V and the sam-
A A A A /\
pie estimates A^, anc^
^22’ ^ased on the covariance ma-
trix, are substituted for A^,
^^ 2 ’
an<^ ^22' Again, however,
the conclusion is conditional upon the requirement that A^ (= VA) and
A satisfy the same conditions for identification.
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CHAPTER IV
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES FOR THE LONGITUDINAL FACTOR ANALYSIS MODEL
4.0 Introduction
In this chapter methods for testing hypotheses about the para-
meters of the structural model are presented. .In section 4.1, the
likelihood ratio test of the adequacy of the structural model is pre-
sented. Tests of the various hypotheses about parametric invariance
are derived in section 4.2. Following Joreskog (1970) and Sw^minathan
(1972, 1973)
,
these hypotheses are expressed as hypotheses about the
parametric structure of E, and tests of these hypotheses are derived
using the likelihood ratio criterion. In section 4.3, methods for
testing hypotheses about a given element or group of elements of a
parameter matrix are given. These methods, based on the well known
asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimates, require the
evaluation of the expected value of the Hessian, at the minimum of
the function given by Equation (3.3). Hence, expressions for the
expected values of the second derivatives are given in this section.
4.1 The Likelihood Ratio Test of the Adequacy of the Structural Model
The hypothesis about the adequacy of the structural model may be
expressed as a hypothesis about the parametric structure of E, and
may be tested using the likelihood ratio criterion. In this section,
the likelihood ratio test is first discussed in general. The appli-
cation of the likelihood ratio test to the problem of testing the
ade-
quacy of the structural model is then presented.
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A
Let H
q
be a hypothesis concerning the parametric structure of I.
That is, a hypothesis that the elements of Z belong to the set of
in the parameter space for which the hypothesized parametric
s tincture exists. Denote this set of points as w. Let H be any
alternative hypothesis that Z is contained in a region of the parameter
space, ft, such that weft. It is necessary to construct a test of the
hypothesis
H : Z e w
,
o
against the alternative
H. : Z e ft
A
Let L be the maximum of the logarithm of the likelihood function,
u
logL -
- | [ log | Z | + tr(SZ
_1
)
]
under H and L^ be the maximum of logL under H . Then obviously
o ft a
since the maximum of a function in a restricted space must be less
than or equal to the maximum of the function in an unrestricted
space.
Thus, the likelihood ratio criterion
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logX = L
w
-
LQ >
is negative, i.e.
,
0<X<1. It is well known that asymptotically
-21ogX
2
is distributed as x with degrees of freedom equal to the difference
in the number of parameters estimated under and H
q
. If the pro-
2
bability that a x random variable exceeds the likelihood ratio cri-
terion, -21ogX
,
is small, then is favored, and we conclude that E
has the less restrictive form.
Intuitively speaking, the likelihood ratio criterion provides
a test of the similarity of the estimates of E obtained under Hq
and
A
H . The estimate of E, E , obtained under H must conform to the
A w °
parametric structure hypothesized under Hq .
The estimate of E, E^,
under H conforms to a structure that is less restrictive than the
A
structure hypothesized under H . However,
except for differences attributable to random variation,
implies that
Z
n
does conform to the more restrictive structure
given by H
q
.
Thus,
it is reasonable to accept Hq
.
That is, to consider I to have the para
metric structure given by Hq .
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In order to test the adequacy of the structural model, we follow
the procedure outlined above. The test of the adequacy of the model
is the test of the hypothesis that E has the form given by Equation
(2.10). That is, the hypothesis
(4.1) ( 1)H'~' : E * A(B$B' + 0)A’ + S, * Y
o 1
which is tested against
(4.2) : E is any positive definite matrix.
It is well known that the maximum under is obtained when
E = S
where S is the sample dispersion matrix. Thus,
logL =
- | [log|s| + Tr<si
_1
) ] ,
evaluated when E - S , yields
= .5 doglsl + 2p) .
Further
,
\ | [log|z| + TrCSZ" 1)]
where
« Z = A(B$B f + 0)A' + S * Y
A A A A A
The matrices A, B, $, 0 and ¥ are obtained by solving Equations (3.18).
Therefore
,
(4.3) L - L_ = - J [ log | Z | + Tr(SZ
-1
) - log | s| - 2p] .
CO 44 i-
Whence
,
-21ogX = n [log | Z | + Tr(SZ
_1
) - log | S | - 2p]
which simplifies to
-21ogX = n[minimum of F(A ,B ,0 ,H0 ]
Thus, the likelihood ratio criterion is equal to n times the minimum
of F when the parameters are free to vary (except for the
restrictions
required for estimation) . Denote this likelihood ratio by n^m^n
* ^
n is large, the criterion nFffiln
has the x distribution with degrees
or
freedom v, where v is given by
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v = p(2p + 1) - (2pr + 3p + r)
= 2p
2
- (2pr + 3p + r)
As was mentioned in section 2.2, the quantity v is the quantity
involved in the inequality
v = p(2p + 1) - (2pr + 3p + r) > 0
or
r < 2p(p - l)/2p + 1 ,
which was suggested by the comparison approach as a minimal condition
for identification. From a practical point of view, if the inequality
does not obtain, then the hypothesis given by Equation (4.1) cannot
be tested. In this case, there would be negative degrees of freedom
associated with the likelihood ratio test. It is interesting to note
that the condition
v > 0
,
which is considered to be a minimal condition for identification,
is
also a necessary condition for testing the hypothesis
of the existence
of the structure.
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4.2 Likelihood Ratio Tests of Parametric Invariance
In this section likelihood ratio tests of the invariance of
various parameters of the model are derived. However, before pre-
senting these tests, another hypothesis that appears to have impli-
cations for the study of parametric invariance, is discussed. This
is the hypothesis of equality of the first and second occasion co-
variance matrices, that is, the hypothesis
In terms of the structural model, the first occasion covariance
matrix is
while the second occasion covariance matrix is
(4.4)
which is tested against the alternative
(4.5)
l
22
= A
2
(D$D ' + e)A
2
+
^22
Suppose that the covariance matrices for the two
occasions are equal.
Then
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Z
ll-
= l
22
A
1
$A
1
+
^11 = A 2
(MD ’ + 6)A
2
+
^22
If the structure is identified, then A
2 ,
D,- <i>, 9, ij, and i(j are
unique, and
$ = d$d' + e
and
Hence, = E 2 2
imP lies that the factor patterns are invariant, the first
and second occasion factor score covariance matrices are equal and the
first and second occasion unioueness matrices are equal. The impli-
cation, however, is conditional upon the identification of the structure.
It is important to realize that accepting the hypothesis of
equality of the covariance matrices for the two occasions does not
imply that the factor scores are invariant over occasions. Rather,
it
implies that the joint distribition of the factors remains the same over
occasions. Also, rejection of the hypothesis of equality of the co-
variance matrices does not necessarily imply that all the
parameters
t
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vary over occasions. Therefore, regardless of the acceptance or
^®j®ction of the hypothesis, tests of additional hypotheses are re-
quired to examine the invariance of all the parameters.
The test of equality of the observed score covariance matrices
has, been given by McDonald and Swaminathan (1972). The hypothesis
IT ( 2)
. y _ y y
o • 11 ^22 **0
implies that E has the form
Z =
S
0
Z
12
L
Z
21
S
0
.
The test statistic can be shown to be,
-21ogX = n[log|z| + Tr(SE - log|s| - 2p] ,
where E is the solution to the system of equations
|| (E
-1
- E^SE"1 ) = 0
where
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After simplification the system of equations becomes
2(EU - Wn + E
22
- W
22 )
- I*(En - Wu + E
22
- W
22 )
= 0
2(e 12 - w
12 )
= 0
Returning to the problem of testing hypotheses about the invar-
iance of the parameters of the model, assume that the adequacy of the
model has been tested and the model is considered to fit the covari-
ance matrix satisfactorily. The investigator may now proceed to test
the various hypotheses concerned with parametric invariance.
One such hypothesis is the hypothesis that the factor patterns
are invariant over occasions. This is the hypothesis
: E = A(B$B f +0)A' + S * ! | A, = A, = AQ
o 1 x
which is tested against the alternative
H
(3)
: E = A(B$B’ + 0)A' + V •
A
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Hence, we are testing the hypothesis that Z has the form given by the
structural model, with the additional condition that = A^. This
hypothesis is tested against the alternative that Z has the form
given by the structural model. It will be more convenient to write
the null and alternate hypotheses as
(4.6) H (3a)
9
versus
(4.7) H^3a) : A
1 4
A
2 .
In order to test the hypothesis the value of Equation (3.3),
A
with I estimated under the hypothesis that A^ = A
2 ,
must be computed.
This may be accomplished by substituting
§ - 2[I I] [(I’1 -W)AH dlag ,
= 2[(E
-1
- W)Ar]n + 2 [ (
£
-1
- W)AH 22 ,
in the lefthand side of Equation (3.18a), solving Equations (3.18) for
A
,
D, $, 0 and ¥, and computing the value of Equation (3.3).
Denote the resulting value of (3.3) by Fmin ^
A
o^
* Then the
likelihood ratio criterion is given by
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2
and is approximately distributed as x with r(p - r) degrees of freedom.
Regardless of whether the hypothesis given by (4.6) is accepted
or rejected, the investigator may be interested in testing the hypo-
thesis that the factor structure is invariant. This is the hypothesis
that the covariance matrix between the variables and factors is in-
variant over occasions. If invariance holds, then
E(^l-1>
= E(
^2-2 )
and, therefore.
(4.8) A $ = A
2
(D$D' + 0)
a = a
2
(d$d t + e)$
-1
Another hypothesis that may be of interest concerns whether
A
1
A 1 $A
1
= A 0 (D$D’ + 0)
o 1 r 2p
or equivalently
A = A A 0 (D$D ' + 0) A $
1 p 2 r
-1
(4.9)
«
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where A^ (pxp) and A^_ (rxr) are diagonal matrices. The hypothesis
is concerned with the question of whether the correlation matrix be-
tween factors and observed scores is invariant.
In order to test these hypotheses, it is necessary to estimate
the
t
model under the side conditions on given by Equations (4.8) and
(4.9) . For estimation under the condition given by Equation (4.9)
,
the derivatives 6F/<5A
2 ,
6F/6A
p
,
6F/6A^_, 6F/<5$, 6F/6B, 5F/60 and 6 F/6¥
are required. Since Equation (4.8) is essentially a specialization
of Equation (4.9) with both A^ and A^ as identity matrices, only
these derivatives will be required.
In order to obtain the required derivatives, we first let
A o"
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and rewrite the model as
(4.10) Z = ACGKM(B$B ’ + 0)MKGC'A + S
1
Y
Using steps similar to those utilized in obtaining the derivatives
in the preceeding chapter, we obtain the following derivatives:
(4.11) 77“ = 2Vec [ A (
Z
11
- W- ) A A 0 (D$D' + 0)A $
_1
A (D$D 1 + 6)]0^2 p 11 p 2 r r
+ 2 Vec[A (Z 12 - W. 0 ) A~DA (D$D ' + 0)]
p 12 2 r
+ 2 Vec[(I 21 - W
21
)A
p
A
2
(D$D' + S^D']
+ 2 Vec[0: 22 - W
22
)A
2
(D$D’ + 9)]
(4.12) = 2Vec[ (S
11
- W_)A A 0 (D$D T + 9) A $
_1
A (D$D’ + 0) A!v 6A 11 p 2 r r 2
P
+ - W
12
)A
2
DA
r
(DW + e)A
2
] dlag .
(4.13) ||- = 2Vec[(D4D' + 6)A^A (ZU - w11) 4pA2(MD ' + e)ir*
_1
r
+ (DW + 0)A’A
p
(I
12
- W
12
)A
2
D]
d
.
ag ,
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(A. 14)
(4.15)
where
(4.16)
(4.17)
2Vec[A’A
p
(E
U
- wu ) Ap
A
2
(D$D' + 0) A^^A D*
+ A $
_1
A (D$D * + e)AlA (ZU - W„) A A„D$
L V L p 11 p 2
+ AIA (z
12
- W )A_DA D$ + A 0A ' A (Z
12
- W._)A_izzr rzp ll i
+ A D'A'(Z21 - W-.)A A 0D$ + A;(E
21
- W01 )A AlD$D’r z zirz l 21 p 2
«
+ a
2
(z
22
- w
22
)A
2
D$]
~= TJ: {Vec[KGC’A(Z
_1
- W) ACGKM(B$B' + 0)
+ (B$B ' + 0)MKGC'A(Z
-1
- W)ACGK]}
+ L Ve cB 'MKGCA ( Z
_1
- W) ACKGM
,
L ? [$
_10 <T1 0 0 0 ] ,
0 0
||= A’(Z 21 - Wn)ApA2 (DTO' + 0)A rD + A’(Z
22
- W^A,
+ D’A
r
(D$D’ + 9) A^Ap (Z
12
~ W
12
)A
2
A
r
(D$D ' + 6)
+ (D$D’ + 0)A’(Z
22
-‘W
22
)A
2
+ A’(E
22
- W
22
)A
2
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< 4 - i8> If11 dlag
= a
11
- W )11 diag
(4.19) 77
5F
Sip
12 dlag
= 2(S12
-Vdiag >
and
< 4 - 20> If22 diag
(I“ - V22>dUg
In order to test the hypothesis
(4.21) H^ 4) : A- = A0 (D$D* + 9)$
1
0 1 2
' against
(4.22) h[4) : A
x
i A 2
(D$D' + 9)$ 1
the model given by Equation (4.10) should be estimated with Ap
and
constrained to be identity matrices. Denote the value of Equation
(3.3),
with Z estimated as
1 = CGH(MB’ + 0)MGC + S ± * J ,
by F (A ) . Then the likelihood ratio
criterion for testing the hypo-
y min c
thesis given by Equation (4.21) is
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-21ogX = n[F (A ) - F ]min c min
and is distributed, for large n, as x with pr - 2r^ degrees of freedom.
In order to test the hypothesis
(4.23) : A = A A 0 (D$D 1 + 9)A $
_1
o i p L r
against the alternative
(4.24) } : h + A A„(D$D' + 0)A $A 1 p 2 r
the model given by Equation (4.10) should be estimated with the diagonal
elements of the matrices A and A free to vary. Denote the value of
p r
A
(3.3) with E estimated in this fashion by F . (A ) . Then the likelihood
min r
ratio criterion for testing the hypothesis given by Equation (4.23) is
-21ogA = n[F
.
(A ) - F . ]
min r min 5
2 2
and is distributed as x with pr - 2r - r - p degrees of freedom.
The next hypothesis of interest is the hypothesis of invariant
factor scores. Swaminathan (1972) has pointed out that it is not pos-
sible to test this hypothesis alone. Rather, the hypothesis that the
factor scores are equal or differ by a non-zero constant must be tested
The latter hypothesis implies D = I and 0=0, and so we test the
hypothesis
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(4.25) h (6> : D - I, 9=0
o .
against the alternative
(4.26) H ( 6 ) d i i, e 4 o
In order to test the hypothesis, an estimate of 1 is obtained after
eliminating Equations (3.18b) and (3.18d) from the likelihood .equations.
This estimate is substituted in Equation (3.3) and if the resulting
value is denoted F
.
(D,0) then the likelihood ratio criterion is
min
-2 logX = n[F (D,0) - F ]
min min
2 2
The test statistic is distributed as x with 2p - 2pr - 2p + r(r - 1) /2
degrees of freedom.
The last two hypotheses that will be discussed concern the
unique variances. The first hypothesis is that the unique variances are
invariant over the two occasions. That is, the hypothesis
(4.27) h< 7) : *u - *22 *
which is tested against the alternative
(4.28) Hi
7>
:
*11 * *22
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As usual, in order to obtain the likelihood ratio criterion, Z must be
estimated under the hypothesis given by Equation (4.27). This may be
done by replacing Equations (3.18e) and (3.18g) by the single equation
(ZU
- Vdiag + (S W22') diag 0
If the value of Equation (3.3), with Z estimated under the hypothesis
of invariant unique score variances, is denoted F
,
(Y), then
min ’
-21ogX = ntF^CY) - F
fflin
] ,
2
is the likelihood ratio criterion and is distributed as x on p degrees
of freedom.
A second hypothesis that may be of interest, is the hypothesis
that the unique factor scores are invariant over occasions. This
hypothesis may be expressed as
(4.29) h (8> :
^11 ^12 ^22 ^
0
9
and is tested against the alternative
(4.30) H< 8) : *u * *r,, U12 * i>22 •
In order to obtain the likelihood ratio criterion. Equations (3.18e),
(3 . 18f) and (3.18g) should be replaced by
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UE11 - wn) + (i
12
- w
12 )
+ (I
21
- w
21) + U
22
- w
22
)]
dla!!
, 0
and E is estimated using the resulting equations. The value of
Equation (3.3) based on this estimate of E may be denoted F (to )
min 0
and^ the likelihood ratio criterion for testing the hypothesis is
-2 logA = n[F
.
(i|)n ) - F . ]min r0 min
which is distributed as x with 2p degrees of freedom.
As has been suggested by Joreskog (1971) and Swaminathan (1972,
1973)
,
an investigator may want to test the hypotheses concerned with
parametric invariance in a sequential fashion. The method of testing
hypotheses sequentially is illustrated next.
We begin by testing the hypothesis of invariant factor patterns,
(4.31) H< 9) : = A
2
= Aq ,
against
(4.32) H (9) A
1
¥
As was noted previously, the likelihood ratio criterion for this hypo
thesis is
-21ogX = n[F
mln
(A
0)
- F
nj. n ]
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which is asymptotically distributed as \
2
with r(p - r) degrees of
freedom. If this hypothesis is tenable, we may proceed to test the
hypothesis that the factor scores at occasion two equal the factor
scores at occasion one plus a constant, i.e.,
(4.33) H^ 10) : A
x
= A2 ,
D - I, 6=0
against the alternative
(4.34) H^10) : A = A~
A 12
The likelihood ratio statistic is given by
n[F
min (A0’D,e) Fmin (A0)] 5
where F
.
(A^jDjS) is the value of (3.3) when I is estimated with A - A»,
min 0 ^
2 2
D = I, and 9 = 0, and is distributed as x with l/2(3r + r) degrees of
freedom. If the hypothesis given by (4.33) is accepted, an hypothesis
that a strict form of factorial invariance exists may be tested, i.e.,
(4.35) H
(ID
A, A rf J D = I, 9=0, ^11 ^22
against
*(4.36) D - I, 9 = 0
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The likelihood ratio criterion is
-21ogX = - F
mln (A0 ,D,e)] ,
where t*ie m:*-n:^muin value of (3.3) when A^ =
2
D = I, 0 = 0, iJj = 1^22 » and is asymptotically distributed as x with
p degrees of freedom.
4.3 Asymptotic Distribution Theory
Let 0, a column vector of dimension 2pr + r + 3p at most, contain the
free parameters in A, B, $, 0 and Y. Let H(0) denote the Hessian.
The Information Matrix is defined as
<f(0) = E[H(0)] .
Let 0 be a column vector, of dimension 2pr + r + 3p at most, which
has as its elements the maximum likelihood estimates of the free
parameters in A, B, $, 0 and L The asymptotic variance-covariance
matrix of 0 is
C(0)
where <f is evaluated at the
maximum of the likelihood function. It
is well known that asymptotically 0 has a multivariate
normal distri
bution with mean 0 and variance-covariance matrix C(0) ,
i.e.,
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0 % N[0 ,C(0)
]
Thus, in order to test hypotheses about a given element or group of
a
elements in 0, the available statistical theory for normally dis-
tributed random variables can be invoked.
For any given parameter 0^ with a maximum likelihood estimate
A
0
i
and variance estimate [2/n] [ C(0) ] the 100(1 - a) percent con-
fidence interval is
(4.37) 0 - z {[2/n][C(0)],,} < 0 < 0, + z { [2/n] [C(0) ] }ia — li 1 l a -ii
Using the confidence interval it is possible to test the hypothesis
that a given parameter has specified value, i.e..
H
o
»
versus
H, e. * e0
Hypotheses about a group of elements of 0 may be tested jointly.
In order to test the hypothesis
H : K0 = K0n
o - -0
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against
H
a :
KO * K0q ,
where K is a matrix of rank q, the test statistic is
(4.38) j (0 - 0q)
? K' (K
" 1
K)
_1
K(0 - 0
Q )
2
which is distributed at x with q degrees of freedom.
In order to utilize the procedures outlined above, expressions
for the expected value of the Hessian are required. These expressions
are given below. In obtaining the required expressions the following
results, given by Swaminathan and McDonald (1972) will be used re-
peatedly :
E(I 1 - W) = 0
E(W) = Z
E(X®0A) = E(X)® ® A
and
E(A®®X) = A00E(X)
Ill
The results
(4.39) E(A®X) = A®E(X)
and
(4.40) E(X®A) = E(X)®A
are also required.
By Equation (3.33)
6
2
F
= Z
1®fA
'
(W - Z X)Ar + W®rA’E XAr + (Z 1 - w)
.-1
6A.. 6A ,
.
diag diag
ir
_i_ f v
+ e [rA f z
1®(w - z 1)Ar + rA , z~1®z‘1Ar) ] .
and by Equations (4.39) and (4.40)
E {
6
2
F
6A
, .
6A,.
diag diag
} = z“
1®rA'z 1Ar + e (rA f z 1®z
_1
Ar)
Using similar steps, the following results are obtained:
2
E { LI
—
}= 2P(A'E~1 ®® $BA'Z -1Ar + $B ’ A ' E _1® ® E
_ 1
Ar) Q
6D6 A ,
.
diag
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E {TWA
F
~} - 2L jCB'A-r1®® S^ADQ
,diag r
6
2
F
^
^606A ^
= 2R(A’Z A’Z ^Ar)Q
,
diag
6
2
F
E { 6¥6A }
= 2D (S)L*(Z
-1
(g)® E
_1
ADQ
diag
2
E {1dId } = 2P(A
, E~
1
AP* , (g)2 $B ? A’Z
-1
AB$
+ f B ’A f Z
-1
AP* '20 A f Z _1AB$)
2
E {Md } = 2L r(B'A'S‘1AP*’®0 B'A’Z^AB*) ,
2
E {fof^}
= 2R(A , Z
-1AP*’20 A'Z _1AB$)
2
E = 2D(S
1
)L*(Z"1AP* , 0.0 Z
-1
AB$)
2
E = L
2
(B , A , Z“
1AB02 B , A'Z _1AB)L^
2 ,
2
E {fef* }
= R(A ,r1AB®® A'E^JBlL ,
2
E fUr) - DCSjLMlf^B®®!'^]})!. , ,6^6$ 1
*113
2
E {W = L
r2
( A
2
z22A2® A 2j22A2)L
r 2
2
E {fw?} D(S 1)L 2 (!)22 a2® £22a2>L 2
P
and
2
E = D(S
1
)L*(Z‘1 ®0I“1)L*D(S
1
)
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EXTENSIONS TO THE MODEL AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
5.0 Introduction
In this chapter two extensions of the model are considered.
In section 5.1, the problem of investigating the similarities and
differences, in the structures of covariance matrices for multivariate
data, collected on two occasions, for independent groups, is discussed.
The procedures for carrying out such an investigation are briefly out-
lined. In section 5.2, the structural equations of a longitudinal
factor model for analyzing multi-response, multi-occasion data, col-
lected on k occasions, is presented. In section 5.3, some limitations
of the study are discussed. As a whole, chapter five represents a
discussion of some areas for further research in longitudinal factor
analysis.
5.1 Simultaneous Longitudinal Factor Analysis in Several Populations
Suppose that p tests are given to m independent groups on two
occasions, and that the model given by (2.10) fits the covariance
matrix for each of the groups. We are interested in studying the
similarities and differences in the structures for the m populations.
Joreskog (1971) has investigated the similar problem of studying the
similarities and differences in the parameters of the common factor
model for m populations.
For the gth group (g=l ,2 , . . . ,m) we assume that the linear model
given by Equation (2.7) holds. That is,
*
%
y = A x + e
-g g-g -g
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and that the covariance matrix for y has the form given by (2.10), i. e
.
,
E = A ^ B* + 9 )A' + s,* ¥
8 gggg g g 1 g
We also assume that y follows a multinormal distribution for each g.o
Let N
g
be the number of individuals in the sample from the gth
population, and let S be the within group sample variance-covariance
O
matrix, with n = N - 1 degrees of freedom. The logarithm of the
o o
likelihood function for the gth group is
n
l°gL
g
=
-
-f [log|Z g | + TrCS^'
1
)] .
Since the samples are independent
m
logL = I logL
g=l
is the logarithm of the likelihood function for all samples. Maximum
likelihood estimates of the free parameters in A , B , $ , 0 and ¥
o o o o o
may be obtained by maximizing logL. However, Joreskog (1971) suggests
it is more convenient to minimize
m .
(5.1) F = Z n [log|z | + Tr(S l ) - log | S | - 2p]
g=l g g 88 6
In order to minimize F, the derivatives 6F/6A g dlag
>
5F/6D
g
,
6F /6$g,
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SF/S0
g
and «F/64-
g
are required. For each group, these derivatives
are given by Equations (3.18). For example
6F
<5A «
g diag
- w )A r ]
g g g diag
Following the development of Joreskog (1971)
,
we outline the
tests of hypotheses concerned with equality of the parameters for the
m groups
.
The first hypothesis to be tested is the hypothesis of equality
of the m covariance matrices, i.e.,
It is well known that the hypothesis may be tested using the test
statistic
-21ogX = nlog|s| - £ n |s
g'i 8 8
where
n
m
I n y
and
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S = - E n S
n
, g gg=l 6 s
The test statistic is distributed as X
2
,
in large samples, with
p(m - 1) (2p + 1) degrees of freedom. If the hypothesis given by (5.2)
is tenable, the pooled variance-covariance matrix may be analyzed by
the longitudinal factor model, and there is no need to analyze the S
g
separately. If the hypothesis is not supported, the similarities and
differences in the structures for E should be examined.
g
The first hypothesis tested is the hypothesis that the same
number of factors are operating at each occasion for each group. This
is the hypothesis
(5.3) r
m
Testing the hypothesis may be accomplished by performing separate longi-
tudinal factor analyses, using the same number of factors, for each
group. The minimum of the function given by (3.3) is computed for each
group. Denote these minima by F . . Each n F .is distributed° r
g mm g g mm
2 2
as x » in large samples, with 2p - 2pr - 2p - r degrees of freedom.
Since the test statistics, n F . , are independent
g g mm
F
min
m
E n F
g min
is distributed as X
2
with m(2p 2 - 2pr - 2p - r) degrees of freedom. The
quantity F . is the minimum value of the function given by (5.1)
under
n J mm
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the hypothesis of a common number of factors, and may be used to test
the hypothesis given by Equation (5.3).
If the hypothesis of a common number of factors is tenable, we
may proceed to test the hypothesis that the factor patterns for the
m groups are equal. That is, the hypothesis
(5.4) H
o
3>
= A
1
A
2
= A =
m
This may be accomplished as follows. Substitute the derivative
m
Z (Z
,=1 8
-1
Z
1
S S
_1
) A
8 g 8 g
*
for 6F/5A^, 6 F/ 6 A
2 ,
...
,
6F/ 6 A^. Estimate the free parameters in A^:
B-,
,
B
,
...
,
B • $
, ,
. .
. ,
$ ; 0., 0 O , ... , 0 ; Y , Y ,. .. , f ;m m m m
using the resulting equations. Compute the minimum value of the function
F given by Equation (5.1). Denote this value as F
m^n
(Ag) . Then
-21ogX = F
.
(A n ) - F .B mm 0 mxn
2
is distributed as x with 2 (m - l)pr degrees of freedom.
Proceeding sequentially, if the hypothesis given by (5.4) is
tenable, we test the hypothesis
h<
4 > = Y
m
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In order to obtain a test of this hypothesis, the derivative
jy = D(S ) { E [2(E
1
- W ) - I * (E
-1
- W )]}
0
1
g=1 g g g g
is substituted for SF/S^, SF/S^,
...
,
5F/6H'
m
and the resulting
equations are solved for A
; B , B, , ... , B ; 4> , , ... , i ; 0, ,u i t- tn 1 2. m lA A /V
02* “* ’ ^0* T*ie va ^-ue °f tlie function F, given by (5.1), is then
computed with
E
g
A AAA A A A
= An (B $ B ' + 9 ) A ’ + S * T-0 g g g g 0 0
If we denote this value of F as F
.
(A.,T n ) , the test statistic
min 0 0
-21°gx= 'WW -WV’ •
2
is distributed as x with 3(m - l)p degrees of freedom.
Using similar procedures, it is possible to develop tests of
the equality of the parameter matrices B^, and 0 , for the m groups.So o
5.2 A k Occasion Longitudinal Factor Analysis Model
As with the two occasion model we assume that the common factor
model holds for each of k occasions. That is
h = Al-1 + St(5.6) (i=l,2,...,k)
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where yi , and have the same definition as in section 2.2.
We also make the same assumptions concerning means and covariances
as we did in section 2.2, namely
(5.7a) = 0
,
(5.7b) E(e.) = 0
,
i
(5.7 c) = 0
,
(5.7d) E(
5iej)
- 0
,
(i ,j=l ,2 , . .
.
,k)
and
(5.7 e) =
^ij
=
^ji » diagonal (i ,j-1,2 , . .
.
,k)
The regression model for the factor scores is
x. = D^x^^ + cL
,
(i=l,2 , . .
.
,k)
The matrix is an (rxr) matrix of regression weights for the pre-
diction of the factor scores at occasion i from the factor scores at
occasion i-1. The vector cL is an (rxl) random vector of change
As with the two occasion model we assume that
C
scores
.
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(5.8a) ECd^ = 0
(5.8b) B(Xjdp = 0
, (j=l ,2 , . .
.
,1-1)
,
(5.8c) E(d.dp = 0
,
(l^j)
and define
(5 . 8d) E(d d|) = 0
Assumption (5.8b) states that the vector of change scores for oc-
casion i is orthogonal to the factor scores for all proceeding oc-
casions. In (5.8c) we assume that the change scores for different
.occasions are orthogonal. If we define
(5.9) E(x
x
xp = $n ,
and utilize the previously stated assumptions we may derive general
expressions for the variance of factor scores for occasion i and
the covariance of factor scores for occasions i and j (j<i). The
expressions, for the variance and covariance respectively, are
Ehi*P = hi ’(5.10a)
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D
i
D
i-i • D2*11D2 • Di-1D1 + ei
and
+ D
i
0
i-lD i
+ D
i
D
i-i
e
i-2
D
l-l
D
I
+ * • * + D
i
D
l-l
* * ‘ D
3
6
2
D
3
* * * D
i-l
D
i
(5.10b) E(x.x!) = 9
. .
-i-J ij
D
i
Di-l * ‘ ‘ D2$ 11D 2 ' ‘ • Dj
+ D.D. ..... D.,-0. + D.D. - . . . D.0. -D.
1 i -1 j+l j l i -1 3 3-1 3
+ . . . + D D, - . . . D„0 oD~ . . . D.i 1-1 3 2 3 3
In particular
(5.11) E^^') = . . . D2$ ll ’
Denoting the collection of observed scores, factor scores and unique
scores by
(5.12a) y' = X2 * • • Yk ]
(5.12b) x =
^—1
—2 * * * —
*
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and
(5.12c) e ' = i2 * * ’
-k^ »
we may rewrite Equation (5.6) in terms of the collected vectors,
AO.
. .0
*1 Si
-2 o•••CM<o CMXI
-2
•
•
=
• •
• • •
+
•
• • •
0 .... A,k 5k
Equation (5.13) may also be expressed as
(5.14) y = Ax + e
The structural equations are derived by finding the expected values of
the observed scores in terms of the expected values of the common factor
scores and specific factor scores. That is
(5.15) E(yy’) = l = AE(xx')A’ + E(ee
?
) ,
i'
= ASA’ + Y
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A
The matrices l
,
A
,
$ and Y are super matrices. The matrix l
,
of inter-
occasion dispersion matrices is given by
(5.16a) S =
E
11
E
12 lk
Z
kl
'
kk
A, the matrix of factor patterns is given by
.
(5.16b)
0
0
0 Ak
the matrix of inter-occasion factor score dispersion matrices, is
given by
11 12 lk
(5.16c) $ =
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the matrix of inter-occasion unique score dispersion matrices, is
(5 . 16d) Y =
*11 *12 lk
Kkl Kkk
The submatric element £.. of £ is (pxp), A. of A is (pxr)
.
$ = $'
ij i ^ * ij ji
of $ is (rxr) and is a diagonal matrix of order (pxp).
Since and have the form given by Equations (5.10a) and
(5.10b)
,
we may not simply estimate $. Estimation of $ would ignore
the mathematical dependence among the submatrices of $ and would pre-
vent us from estimating the D_/s and S^'s °f the model. In order to
estimate the parameters, we express $ as
(5.17) $ = AT A
1
0A
T
TA'
—T —1
where A indicates the transpose of A , and
(5.18a) A =
0
D,
D
3
D
2
0
0
0
D
k
D
k-l*‘
D
20
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(5.18b) T =
0
I
I
0
I
0
0
0
and
III
(5.18c) 0 =
$ 0
11
9
2 °
e.
Therefore, the structural equations for the model are
(5.19) E = A(ATA 1 0A
T
TA’)A t + Y
There is a problem that may arise in estimating the parameters
D 9 , D~, ... , D, . The problem arises because products of these
matrices,
Lm J K.
rather than the matrices themselves, are estimated in the model given
by Equation (5.19). That is
5 2 =
D
2
are estimated, rather than D
2 ,
D 3> ...
Let : be a diagonal supermatrix,
I 0
0 I
o o q
1
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
The problem is that the product AH may not give the maximum likelihood
estimates of D^, D^, ...
,
D^. If this product does not yield the
maximum likelihood estimates of D
3 , ,
...
,
D^, it will be necessary
to factor A into
= 6
.
6
. -k k-1
where
128
and
0
0
The model then becomes
D,
k-1
k-1
D.
k-1
0
D,
Z = A(Vfc-r S 2n2--<-l S^Cv-- 6 '2 TSt'-- 6 ;
1
1
6"1)A’ + v
k-1 k
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It should be noted that, using Theorem 3.1, if it can be shown
that the elements of D
2 ,
D
3 ,
...
,
D
fc
,
are one to one transformations
of the elements of E^, •••
, 5^, then the product AH does give
the maximum likelihood estimates of D„, D
,
... D .
2 3 ’ ’ k*
5.3 Limitations of the Dissertation
this dissertation, a longitudinal factor model that resolves
many of the problems associated with previous longitudinal factor
models was presented. One of the major problems still remaining is
to complete development of k occasion longitudinal factor model.
Some progress was made on this problem in section 5.2, where the
structural equations for a k occasion model was presented.
A second problem that needs to be more adequately investigated
is the problem of existence and identification of the structure. The
discussion of the problem, in section 2.2, applies some fairly well
known results to the problem of examining the existence and identifi-
cation of the structure of the two occasion longitudinal factor model.
However, the discussion concerning the comparison of the number of
equations with the number of unknowns, although following traditional
lines, is admittedly inadequate. The theorems concerning the identifi-
cation of the structure provide a better basis for investigating the
identification problem, but are not without difficulties. First,
the theorems only provide sufficient conditions for identification of
the structure. Secondly, the results of the theorems are conditional
upon the identification of tJj and if>22 . No
progress was made on the
difficult problem of determining the conditions for the identification
f *
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of these matrices.
The results given in chapters three and four provide the potential
for estimating the model and testing hypotheses about the parameters.
In order to realize this potential, a computer program is required.
The' failure to develop a program, that can carry out parameter estimation
and the hypothesis testing is perhaps the most important limitation of
the study. However, it should be noted that the ACOVS program developed
by Joreskog
,
Gruvaeus
,
and van Thillo (1970) conceivably can be used to
estimate the model. Another program that might be used for this pur-
pose was developed by Gruvaeus and Joreskog (1970). At any rate, the
problem of developing a program would seem to be a problem of adapting
existing computer routines for the minimization of functions of several
variables
.
Associated with the failure to provide a computer program, is the
lack of worked out examples of the procedures developed in the disser-
tation. In particular, an example would have helped clarify the hypo-
theses that were discussed in sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
The limitations of the dissertation discussed above and the problem
of simultaneous longitudinal factor analysis in several populations
represent potential areas for further research in longitudinal factoi
analysis. In addition, the problems of estimating factor scores, of
estimating factor change scores, and of estimating the correlation of a
variable with the factor change scores, as well as a number of other pro-
blems that may be extrapolated from the areas of factor analysis and
the
measurement of change, remain to be solved. Thus, we must conclude
that
131
longitudinal factor analysis remains a fertile area for methodological
research.
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appendix
A. SELECTED RESULTS IN DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS OF MATRIX FUNCTIONS
A.O Introduction
For the reader's convenience, we present some results in differen-
tial calculus of matrix functions. All of thes-e results are due to
McDonald. and Swaminathan (1973)
,
but are given here to clarify the pro-
cess of obtaining the partial derivatives of matrix functions given in
chapter three. In section A.l, we introduce the definition of a matrix
derivative to be adopted, and list for later reference the commonly oc-
curring matrix derivatives that are irreducible in the sense that ap-
peal to scalar calculus is necessary to obtain them. In section A. 2,
the treatment of partitioned matrices is outlined.
In the sequel, we use the following notation:
I
n
,
the identity matrix of order (nxn)
;
X', the transpose of X;
X ^
,
the inverse of nonsingular X;
-T
X
,
the inverse transpose of nonsingular X;
A0B, the (right) Kronecker (or direct) product of
matrices A and B, that is
,
A B = [a^B] ;
A*B, the Hadamard (elementwise) product of matrices
A and B of the same order, that is, A*B - [a^b^] ;
X a (nxl) vector whose components are the diagonaldiag
elements of x
-q> ••• > Xnn’
^
nxn ^
A.l The Derivative of a Matrix With Respect to a Matrix
Given a (pxq) matrix Y whose elements are functions of the
elements
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of a (mxn) matrix s, the collection of mnpq derivatives
arranged as a (mnxpq) matrix to be denoted by 6Y/6X. If
sth row of X, and
-r
is the rth row of Y, we write
C >6y
rl 6yr2 6yrq
6x
sl
6x
sl 5x
.
si
6y
rl • • <5yrq
6y
-r
<5x
ns2
{X
s2
6x'
-s
• • • • • • • •
5
6y
rl • • • • 6yrq
5x
sn
6x
sn
6y
5x
aB
Y3
and we define 6Y/6X by
6Y
<5X
6x^
%
fix'
-s
x'
-in
6y
-r
6x|
5y
-r
6x ?
-s
6y
6x^
<5v
6x
'
-s
%
6x
'
-m
That is, the columns of 6Y/6X are ordered by the elements
of Y written
row by row to form a (Ixpq) row vector, and the
rows are ordered by
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the elements of X written row by row then transposed to form a (mnxl)
column vector.
We will call a matrix derivative irreducible if it can only be
written down as the collection of mnpq scalar derivatives, and reducible
if it can be written as a function of matrices and one or more distinct
irreducible matrix derivatives. The theorems given below enable the
expression of a reducible derivative as a function of matrices and
irreducible derivatives. First we give expressions for the irreducible
derivatives commonly encountered in applications.
Definition : The matrix X is mathematically independent and variable
(m. i.v.) if no element of X is constant, and no two or more elements of
X are functionally dependent.
The commonly encountered irreducible derivatives are (i) 6X/6X,
(ii) 6X/SX, X symmetric, (iii) SX’/SX, (iv) 5DiagX/6X, (v) o(S X)/5X,
S constant, (vi) 6X/ DiagX, (vii) 6X/6X^
ag.
Case (i) If X is m.i.v.
,
of order (mxn) , then
<A -!> if* 1™' 1*® 1 !. •
Case (ii) If X is (nxn) symmetric, then
(A. 2)
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2 2say, when L^
2
of order (n xn ) is a matrix of unities and zeros with
some rows and columns forming identical pairs. Let x be the general
J
element of the function matrix, and x^,^ be the general element of
the argument matrix. Then the general element of L
_, l is equal
to unity if either j = j f and k = k * , or j - k' and k = j
' ,
with
(A. 3)
g = n(j - 1) + k ,
b = n(j’ - 1) + k f
,
0 < j, j', k, k' < n
and is zero otherwise.
Case (iii) If X is (mxn)
,
then
(A. 4)
6X f
_
6X mn
say, where E is a permutation matrix of I . With the notation indicatedJ
’ mn nrn
for Case (ii)
,
the general element of E
mn >
e
gh’
eclua^ t0 ^
j = k* and k = j', with
g = n(j - 1) + k , 0 < j < m , 0 < k < n
(A. 5)
h = m(j' - 1) + k' , 0 < j’ < n 0 < k' < m ,
and is zero otherwise.
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Case (iv) If X is (nxn)
,
then
(A. 6) <SDiagX
<5X 5
2 2
says of order (n xn ), where, with the notation of Case (ii)
,
the (g,h)th
element of J is unity ifg=h=r+(r- l)n, r = 1, 2, ...
,
n, and
n
is zero otherwise.
Case (v) If X is (mxn)
,
m.i.v. and S is a matrix of constants, also
(mxn)
,
then
(A. 7)
6(S*X)
.
<sx
= D(S)
say, where D(S) is a (mnxmn) diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements d
are given by
gg
(A. 8) d = s .. ,
gg 3^
where
(A. 9) g = n(j - 1) + k , j = 1, ... , m; k = 1, ... , n
Case (vi) If X is (nxn), we write
6*_
- j
SDiagX J n 2
’(A. 10)
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2 2
of order (n xn ) , where J^
2
is defined as for Case (iv)
.
Case (vii) If X is (nxn)
,
we write
(A. 11) <5X
6X
= K
diag
of order (nxn ), where the (g,h)th element of K is unity if
2h = n(g - 1) + g, with 0 < g < n , and zero otherwise.
A. 2 The Treatment of Partitioned Matrices
Let Y = [Y^ ] be a (pxq) matrix, partitioned into (k^xk
2
) sub-
matrices, Y_
,
of order (p^xq ) , i = 1, ... , k^: j = 1, ... , k 2 ,
so that
£ P, = P
i=l
and q
Similarly, let X = [X ] be a (mxn) matrix, partitioned into
submatrices X
,
of order (m xn ) r = 1, ... , ; s = 1, ... >
rs r s J- *-
so that
m and Z n =
s=l
n
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If we write each submatrix derivative 6Y
.
/6X of order (m n.xP< q ),J tS IT S i j
1 " 1*
’
k
l ; J
= 1
» »
k
2 ;
r = 1
» •••
.
s - 1, ...
,
i
2 ,
according to the definition of a matrix derivative given in section
A.l, we may define the partitioned matrix derivative 6Y/6X by
6Y
6X
11
11
6Y
6X
12
11
6Y
k
l
k
2
6X
11
(A. 12) §-
6Y
6X
11
12
6Y
11
6X
o i
*12
6Y
k
l
k
2
It is readily verified that, in general, the partitioned derivative
(A. 12) is distinct from its non-partitioned counterpart obtained simply
by forming the derivative of the entire matrix Y with respect to the
entire matrix X, in the ordering of the scalar derivatives in the two-
dimensional array. Clearly, also, the ordering of the derivatives would
vary under arbitrary re-partitionings of the matrices. In some applica-
tions we have a fixed, prescribed partitioning of the matrices Y and X,
as when previously defined matrices are adjoined to form a supermatrix.
For such cases it may be convenient to obtain the derivatives in the
order given by (A. 12). The results of the previous sections can be
modified to yield this order.
It is unnecessary to treat these modifications exhaustively
here,
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as they are easily obtained when needed. It is, Indeed, Inconvenient
to provide an exhaustive treatment, primarily because there is a much
greater variety of commonly desired irreducible forms. These can al
ways be obtained as needed by direct application of (A. 12). [For ex-
ample, if X is symmetric, and regularly partitioned into (2x2) sub-
matrices, we find on application of (A. 12) that
(A. 13) ff
0 0
n
0 I 9 E 9 0
nz
0 E ' I 0
nz n
z
0 0 0 L
n"
where L «u
{X
21
{x
'l2
9
“ — as by (A. 2) , and E 9 =
—— = — as by (A. 4) ]
nz 6Xii 6X12
<5X
12
It should, therefore, suffice to develop only the basic principles and
major theorems for partitioned matrices.
Definition
:
If A is partitioned into submatrices then
Vec(A^)
Vec(A
12
)
Vec(Ak k }12
(A. 14) VecA =
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where VecCA^)
,
i - 1 ^
. j - 1, ...
, ^ ls deflned as
Vec(A )
-lij
a'
-mij
where row of A4 4 and a_ 4 . is the last row of Aij -mij ij
Definition : If A is partitioned into (kxk) submatrices, then
(A. 15) VecAdiag
Vec(An )
Vec(A
22 )
Vec<V
Definition : Let A = [A^ ] be a (pxq) matrix, partitioned into (k^xk^)
submatrices A.., of order (p,xq.)i= 1, ... , k. : j = 1, ... , k~
,
and
i]
,
1 J 1 z
let B = [B^
g
] be a (mxn) matrix, partitioned into submatrices
B
,
of order (m xn ), r = 1, ... , l ; s = 1, ... , The (right)
Double Kronecker Product C, of A and B, of order (mpxnq) , is denoted
by A(^(^B, and defined by
(A. 16) C = A®® B = [A 0 B rg ]
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where the rule for ordering the submatrices A ® B
,
of order
1 J ITS
^Pimr
x
qj ng) » t0 form the entire matrix C, is that for ordering the
scalar elements in the (right) ordinary Kronecker product A® B = [a . B] ,
where B =
t^rs^’ w^ t ^1 submatrices A^ , B^_g replacing scalar elements
a
i j »
b
rs
> and the Kronecker product replacing the scalar product. Note
that the. Double Kronecker Product consistently reduces to the ordinary
product in case either every submatrix of A and B is (lxl)
,
or there is
just one submatrix which is the entire matrix A, and one which is the
entire matrix B. (This is in contrast to the Hadamard-Kronecker Product
defined next)
.
It is readily verified that the Double Kronecker Product enjoys
the following properties:
(A. 17) (A ®® B) ® 0 C = A ®® (B ®® C)
(A. 18) A®® (B + C) = A ®® B + A®® C
(A. 19) (A®® B) ' = A'®® B'
(A. 20) (A®®B) (C®®D) = (AC ®®BD)
and
(A. 21) (A ®® B) 1 = (A" 1®® B X )
f
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Definition: Let A be a (pxq) matrix partitioned into (kxH) submatrices
A^j of order (p^q^) , and B be a (mxn) matrix also partitioned into (kx£)
submatrices B^
,
of order (n^xn^), so that
c k £ k £
E
P-f
= P» 2 = q, Z m = m, E n = n
i=l j=l J i=l 1 j = l J
Then the Hadamard-Kronecker Product, C, of A and B, of order (gxh)
,
where
k l
g = 2 ; h = E q n
i=l j=l 3 1
is denoted by A ® B and defined by
(A. 22) C = A® B = [A ® B..]
that is, the (i,j)th submatrix, of order (p^m^xq^n^) of C, is the
Kronecker product
. ® B
^
. Note that, in general, A®B ^ B®A.
Note also that in the case where we say that every submatrix of A and
B is (lxl)
,
the Hadamard-Kronecker product reduces to the Hadamard pro-
duct, whereas in the case where we say that there is just one submatrix
A and just one submatrix B, it reduces to the ordinary Kronecker product.
Theorem A.l ; If the elements of a (rxs) matrix Z are functions
of ele-
ments of a (pxq) matrix Y which in turn are functions of elements
of a
1 A 6
(mxn) matrix X, then
(A. 23)
5Z
^
6Y 6Z
6X * 5X 6Y
for an appropriate prescribed partitioning of the matrices.
Theorem A. 2 : If A, Y, B, are matrices partitioned conformably for mul-
tiplication to yield the product Z = A Y B, then
(A
- 24)
>
where X is also, in general, a partitioned matrix.
Theorem A.
3
: If the elements of the (pxr) matrix U and of the (rxq)
matrix V are functions of the elements of the (mxn) partitioned matrix
X, and U, V, are partitioned conformably for multiplication,
(A. 25) 0 V = || (I
(u) ®® V) + || (U'0® I
(v)
) ,
where the identity matrices 1^"^ and are regularly partitioned,
and, respectively, of orders equal to the row-order of U and the column-
order of V, and partitioned conformably for premultiplication of U and
postmultiplication of V.
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Theorem A.
4
;
(A. 26)
where F, G,
(A. 27)
Theorem A.
5
as X'
,
then
(A. 28)
Theorem A.
6
xu xii’
then
(A. 29)
Theorem A.
'
If
are both partitioned into (kx£) submatrices, then
<5Y,,
5X
= F ® G *
diag
: If A is (nxm)
,
X is (mxn)
,
and A is partitioned identically
y™ - = VecA = VecA’
: If X, (nxn)
,
is symmetric and partitioned such that
and X,, = X* , and if A is partitioned identically as X,ij *3
6X T7 A
sx
VecA Vec(A + A* I * A)
(A®<S)B)VecX = Vec(A X B')(A. 30)


